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John Travers, Michael Murdoch, Michael Gary and Les Murphy 

Anita Cobby Crowned Miss Western Suburbs November 1979 credit Wikipedia 

2 photos of Anita credit https://en.australia51.com/read/45892728-6B1E-7E4F-8E0A-C7F7C78FF59A/ 

Black and white photo of Michael Murphy credit https://en.australia51.com/read/45892728-6B1E-7E4F-

8E0A-C7F7C78FF59A/ 

Mug shots credit https://en.australia51.com/read/45892728-6B1E-7E4F-8E0A-C7F7C78FF59A/ 

Michael Murphy (head in hands) with detectives including Ian 'Speed' Kennedy (left) at in the 

Prospect field where he murdered Anita Cobby. Credit https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/i-hope-it-was-

painful-one-of-australias-notorious-killers-dies/GRWIHW65QLJJRUD654D33KMK5E/ 

Anita Cobby's killers, from left, John Travers, Michael Murphy, Leslie Murphy, Gary Murphy and 

Michael Murdoch. Credit https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/i-hope-it-was-painful-one-of-australias-

notorious-killers-dies/GRWIHW65QLJJRUD654D33KMK5E/   

Gary Murphy wets his pants as he is arrested after trying to flee his hide-out with brother Michael, 

the final two to be captured for killing nurse Anita Cobby in 1986. Credit 

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380 

Anita in her nurse uniform credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-

murder-ever-known/news-story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380 

Mick’ Murphy in an earlier mug shot. credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-

fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380   

Anita Cobby murderer John Travers being led from Bowral Police Station in 1996 after an attempted 

escape. credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380     

Gary Murphy with detectives in the paddock in western Sydney where the atrocities were perpetrated on 

nurse Anita Cobby in 1986. credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-
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murder-ever-known/news-story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380       

Angry crowd at Bankstown court when three of Anita Cobby’s killers were initially charged with her 

murder. credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380       

Effigy hanging from a noose erected by angry mob following the murder of Anita Cobby. credit 

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380       

Leslie Murphy, one of the three Murphy brothers convicted of Anita’s murder, is just 155cm tall. 

credit https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380       

Cobby killer Les Murphy has been held in various NSW prisons. credit 

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380       

Gary Murphy in custody in the police cells following his arrest for murder. credit 

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/the-most-savage-fiendish-murder-ever-known/news-

story/78588ea2ef83ce2ade60f0541024f380       

Lake Bodum Murders 

Victim photos, from left, Irmeli Björklund, Tuulikki Mäki and Seppo Boisman and survivor Nils 

Gustafsson credit https://screamfestla.com/blog/real-unsolved-murders-lake-bodom 

Newspaper clipping credit https://screamfestla.com/blog/real-unsolved-murders-lake-bodom 

Crime scene photo credit https://screamfestla.com/blog/real-unsolved-murders-lake-bodom 

Composite Sketch of the killer from a description given by Gunderson while under hypnosis. credit 

https://screamfestla.com/blog/real-unsolved-murders-lake-bodom   

Police at the scene credit Wikipedia 

The shore of Lake Bodom. Photo Credit: Wikimedia Commons 

The investigation underway in 1960. Photo Credit: Wikimedia Commons 

Survivor Nils, pictured after the attack credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/fabulous/4677559/is-this-

chilling-lake-massacre-of-three-teenage-campers-the-real-life-friday-the-13th/ 

Kiosk owner Hans Assman who confessed in a suicide note but police dismissed his version of events 

credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/fabulous/4677559/is-this-chilling-lake-massacre-of-three-teenage-

campers-the-real-life-friday-the-13th/   

Nils Gustafsson sits with his lawyer at Espoo district court as his trial gets underway in August 

2005Credit: AFP 

Injuries photo credit: Horror Stories / YouTube 

Ivan Milat 
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Signature credit Wikipedia 

Ivan as a boy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm 

Young Ivan credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/204176835/ivan-robert_marko-milat 

Ivan as a young man credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm 

Ivan smiling credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm 

Ivan, the gun fanatic, in the mid 1980's. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-

1.htm   

Richard (I) and Ivan Robert Milat. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm   

Ivan close up credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm   

Ivan eating in the outback credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm   

Ivan next to composite sketch credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm   

Ivan with shotgun credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm   

Ivan Milat, pictured with a rifle and pistol in 1976, was sentenced to life imprisonment  

in the mid-1990s for the murders of seven backpacker. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-

ivan-photos-1.htm 

Ivan in blue sweatshirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm 

Ivan in prison green sweatshirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-1.htm 

Ivan at court credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-2.htm 

Ivan being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-2.htm 

Ivan in prison van credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-2.htm 

Ivan Milat leaves the Sydney Supreme Court in custody after being found guilty of the murders  

of seven backpackers. Photo by Nick Moir. 

Ivan laughing in the x2 car credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-2.htm 

Ivan in orange jumpsuit credit   https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-2.htm   

Victims James Gibson, 19, and Deborah Everist, 19, Simone Schmidl, 21, Gabor Neugebauer, 21, and Anja 

Habschied, 20, Caroline Clarke, 21, and Joanne Walters, 22. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/milat-ivan-photos-2.htm 

Ivan as an old man credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/204176835/ivan-robert_marko-milat 

Ivan in construction gear credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/204176835/ivan-robert_marko-

milat 

Ivan in wheelchair credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/204176835/ivan-robert_marko-milat 
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Ivan up close in wheelchair credit https://www.oversixty.co.nz/news/news/sick-contents-of-ivan-milat-

s-final-sealed-letter-revealed 

Monument to the victim's credit  https://monumentaustralia.org.au/themes/culture/crime/display/20287-

backpacker-murders 

The NSW Belanglo forest was the killing ground Ivan Milat, who buried seven young victims there. 

Credit https://www.mandurahmail.com.au/story/6459458/timeline-of-ivan-milats-crimes-and-trial/ 

Mugshot and card credit https://www.examiner.com.au/story/6179596/ivan-milats-nephew-speaks-about-

his-favourite-uncle/ 

Bill reads his brother's final letter ( Image: 10 News) 

Milat signed off with the word 'innocent' ( Image: 10 News) 

Victims: (L to R) Deborah Everest, Anja Habschied, Simone Schmidl, (bottom L to R) Joanne Walters, 

Gabor Neugebauer, Caroline Clarke and James Gibson (Image: https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-

news/ivan-milat-dead-backpacker-killers-20741433) 

Belango forest credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/ivan-milat-dead-backpacker-killers-

20741433 

Willem Van Eijk 

Willem posing in the forest credit Misdaadjournalist.com 

Black and white photo of Willem young credit https://alchetron.com/Willem-van-Eijk 

Cora Mantel (credit: rtlnieuws.nl) 

Aaltje van der Plaat (credit: rtlnieuws.nl) 

Michelle Fatol (credit: rtlnieuws.nl) 

Annelies Reinders (credit: rtlnieuws.nl) 

Sasja Schenker (credit: rtlnieuws.nl) 

The Farm (credit: rtvnoord.nl) 

Antoinette Bont (credit: rtvnoord.nl) 

Shirley Hereijgers (credit: vovk.nl) 

Jolande Meijer (credit: blikopnieuws.nl) 

Demolition of the farm (credit: rtvnoord.nl) 

Willem van Eijk (credit: televizier.nl) 

Willem during interrogation credit https://www.rtlnieuws.nl/nieuws/nederland/artikel/4949271/beest-

van-harkstede-seriemoordenaar-prostituees 
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Cedric Maake 

Brigadier Piet Byleveld tracked down Cedric Maake, above centre, after six months. Once apprehended, 

Maake took the detective to more than 40 sites and confessed he had stashed victims' personal 

belongings at his mother's house. Credit https://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/books/serial-killers-look-

like-anybody-1131782 

Mug shot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/MAAKE_Maoupa_Cedric 

Franklin Delano Floyd 

Franklin Delano Floyd & Suzanne Davis He kidnapped her as a little girl & married her later. She died 

in 1990 after being involved in a hit-and-run accident. Floyd is a suspect in that. Suzanne was born 

around 1969, and her real name is not known. He put her in school in Oklahoma City, but they also 

lived in Atlanta after that. Atlanta is where Floyd is suspected of sending Suzanne's son, Michael, 

after he kidnapped him from foster care. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/floyd-franklin-

delano-photos.htm 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/floyd-franklin-delano-photos.htm 

Colour photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/floyd-franklin-delano-photos.htm 

Franklin Delano Floyd attends the penalty phase of his murder trial in 2002. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/floyd-franklin-delano-photos.htm   

Franklin Floyd believes he's the illegitimate son of longtime FBI director J. Edgar Hoover.  

(Tribune photo by Todd Davis) 

Franklin in orange x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/floyd-franklin-delano-photos.htm 

Newspaper credit https://murderpedia.org/male.F/f/floyd-franklin-delano-photos.htm 

Victims Cheryl Ann Commesso, Michael Hughes, Michael Hughes with his mom Suzanne/Sharon, Sharon 

Marshall / Suzanne Davis,  

Old mug shot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/FLOYD_Franklin_Delano/Gallery 

Database screen shot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/FLOYD_Franklin_Delano/Gallery 

Wanted poster credit FBI 

Igor Mirenkov 

Black and white photo credit Wikipedia 

Composite sketches credit https://kriminalnidosieta.com/seriyni-ubiytsi/igor-mirenkov-

svetlogorskiyat-koshmar/ 

Igor with guitar credit https://kriminalnidosieta.com/seriyni-ubiytsi/igor-mirenkov-svetlogorskiyat-

koshmar/   

Igor pointing to the bodies credit https://kriminalnidosieta.com/seriyni-ubiytsi/igor-mirenkov-

svetlogorskiyat-koshmar/     
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Igor in uniform credit https://kriminalnidosieta.com/seriyni-ubiytsi/igor-mirenkov-svetlogorskiyat-

koshmar/     

Igor behind bars credit https://www.ivoox.com/en/misterioso-caso-de-igor-mirenkov-pesadilla-audios-

mp3_rf_102411659_1.html 

Dong Wenyu 

3 photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.W/w/wenyu-dong.htm 

Pedro Alonso Lopez,  

the 'Monster of Andes', who raped and strangled at least 350 young girls in Ecuador, Peru and 

Columbia, is shown in this world exclusive photograph, in the prison in Ambato, Ecuador, during the 

twenty years he stayed in solitary confinement. He was secretly to Columbia and released because there 

is no death penalty in Ecuador. Now Police are using these only pictures ever taken of him, to track 

him down again. (Photo by Ron Laytner, Edit International). 

Pedro photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lopez-pedro-photos.htm 

Pedro mugshot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lopez-pedro-photos.htm 

Heroine Maria Poveda, chosen by the Monster to die because she had a woman's face, has a look of 

absolute dread and fear on it after she and her mother, behind, helped by a mob of angry Indians, 

captured the Monster of the Andes in Ecuador. They were photographed at a bonfire celebrating the 

killer's capture.  

(Photo by Ron Laytner, Edit International). 

For 20 years three-man shifts of guards nervously watched the women's section of Ambato prison, empty 

except for one prisoner, Pedro Alonzo Lopez, the worst serial killer in modern history. (Photo by Ron 

Laytner, Edit International). 

Pedro Alonzo Lopez murdered at least 350 young girls. His mighty hands with their long fingers shown 

in this portrait, squeezed the necks of the girls with such force that about half the fresh bodies 

recovered had their eyes forced out of their sockets by the pressure. (Photo World Copyright by Ron 

Laytner, Edit International.) 

Detective Pastor Gonzales stayed in a cell with the serial killer, posing as a prisoner. He told me : 

“For 27 days I hardly slept, afraid I'd be strangled in my sleep. But I tricked Lopez into confessing 

by pretending I was a rapist too. He boasted to me of murder after murder in Ecuador, Columbia and 

Peru. It was beyond my wildest nightmares. He told me everything.” (Photo World Copyright by Ron 

Laytner, Edit International.) 

Pedro Alonzo Lopez during only interview he ever gave, tries to charm me into coming into his cell.  

(World Copyright by Ron Laytner, Edit International.) 

Dead Cristina was one of 350 young girls murdered by The Monster of Andes. An Ecuadorian policeman 

points to where she was found.  

(Photo Edit International). 

Dozens of young women were reported missing. Shown here are two of the Monster's 350 victims. Lopez 

may have killed many more. A number of grave sites where he dumped bodies were paved over or emptied 
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by animals.  

(Photo by Ron Laytner, Edit International). 

Major of Police (now retired) Victor Hugol Lascano, Director of the prison which held Lopez for 

nearly 20 years, said on his release, "God help young women - Lopez is being freed unrepentant and 

may soon start killing again."  

(Photo by Ron Laytner, Edit International). 

Lopez would allow my interview on one condition. He wanted the Director's pretty young daughter to 

come into his cell because he 'hadn't touched a woman in years'. While nervous guards aimed their 

cocked pistols, the mass serial killer carefully and gently put his powerful hands around the brave 

girl's wrists.  

 (Photo by Ron Laytner, Edit International). 

Pedro Alonso Lopez x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lopez-pedro-photos.htm   

Screen grab credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lopez-pedro-photos.htm   

 

Vincenzo Aiutino 

Vincenzo as a child credit https://www.psycho-criminologie.com/2020/02/vincenzo-aiutino-le-plus-

jeune-tueur-en-serie-de-france.html 

Mug shot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/AIUTINO_Vincenzo 

In 1998, Vincenzo Aiutino in the dock of the Meurthe-et-Moselle Assize Court in Nancy. He will 

receive life imprisonment, with a safety period of 18 years. This ended in 2016. Photo archives RL 

Vincenzo with police credit https://www.sudinfo.be/art/d-20121228-Z10P9J 

 

Vincenzo being transported https://www.republicain-lorrain.fr/edition-de-briey/2018/02/16/photos-

vincenzo-aiutino-triple-meurtrier-de-longwy 

Vincenzo in a neck brace credit https://www.psycho-criminologie.com/2020/02/vincenzo-aiutino-le-plus-

jeune-tueur-en-serie-de-france.html 

 

Seema Gavit and Renuuka Shinde 

Seema Mohan Gavit x 3 credit https://murderpedia.org/female.G/g/gavit-seema-photos.htm 

Renuka Kiran Shinde x 3 credit https://murderpedia.org/female.G/g/gavit-seema-photos.htm 

Renuka Kiran Shinde and her sister, Seema Mohan Gavit x2. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/female.G/g/gavit-seema-photos.htm   

Anjanabai, the sister's mother and the alleged mastermind, died in prison on December 17, 1997. 

credit https://murderpedia.org/female.G/g/gavit-seema-photos.htm     
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Kiran Shinde, husband of Renuka. Alleged accomplice. But turned 

approver and testified against the sisters. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.G/g/gavit-seema-

photos.htm       

Renuka Shinde (left) and Seema Gavit with their mother Ananja Bai (centre) who mercilessly killed 

children they had kidnapped for their pickpocketing ring. Credit 

https://www.news.com.au/world/asia/serial-killer-sisters-renuke-shinde-and-seema-gavit-who-abducted-

and-murdered-children-in-bid-to-avoid-execution-at-the-gallows/news-

story/ef93b4b1ccc699db80223bbf0b4018ad 

Officers escort Seema Mohan Gavit (red sari) and Renuka Shinde to an appeal hearing. Picture: 

Hindustan Times Credit https://www.news.com.au/world/asia/serial-killer-sisters-renuke-shinde-and-

seema-gavit-who-abducted-and-murdered-children-in-bid-to-avoid-execution-at-the-gallows/news-

story/ef93b4b1ccc699db80223bbf0b4018ad   

The sisters are on death row inside Yerawada Prison which has a special e.g.-shaped cell for 

condemned prisoners next to its gallows. Picture: Google 

Seema Gavit in a police mugshot following her arrest at the age of 25 for multiple murder. Credit 

https://www.news.com.au/world/asia/serial-killer-sisters-renuke-shinde-and-seema-gavit-who-abducted-

and-murdered-children-in-bid-to-avoid-execution-at-the-gallows/news-

story/ef93b4b1ccc699db80223bbf0b4018ad   

 

Joseph Naso 

Joe with camera credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/naso-joseph-photos.htm 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/naso-joseph-photos.htm 

Joseph Naso listens to Chief Deputy Public Defender David Brown during his arraignment on murder 

charges  

in Marin County Superior Court in San Rafael, Calif. on Wednesday, April. 13, 2011.  

(Photo: Alan Dep, AP) 

Joseph Naso (Alan Dep/AP) 

Joseph Naso with glasses (KGO photo) 

Joseph Naso in suit credit (Robert Tong/AP) 

Joseph Naso, left, talks with legal adviser Pedro Oliveros during opening statements in Marin 

Superior Court. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/naso-joseph-photos.htm   

Joseph Naso in court during closing arguments. Credit (Ktvu.com) 

Joseph Naso makes his closing statements. (Marin Independent Journal, Robert Tong / AP Photo) 

Naso's home in Reno, Nevada, where police say they found a diary documenting the rapes and sexual 

assaults of underage girls and women alongside posed photographs of two murder victims. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/naso-joseph-photos.htm   
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Map and victims credit https://murderpedia.org/male.N/n/naso-joseph-photos.htm   

Victims 18-year-old Roxene Roggasch, 22-year-old Carmen Colon, 38-year-old Pamela Parsons, 31-year-

old Tracy Tafoya 

Inmate Mug shot credit Wikipedia 

An identification card for Joseph Naso. His freelance photography work included model portfolios, 

wedding shots and family portraits. He also went door-to-door trying to sell pictures. Source: Marin 

Superior Court 

 

Bible John 

1969 artist's impression of Bible John credit Wikipedia 

The Barrow land Ballroom. Each of the women murdered is believed to have encountered Bible John at 

this dance hall. Credit Wikipedia 

Newspaper front cover credit https://www.glasgowtimes.co.uk/news/20108816.glasgow-crime-stories-cop-

hunted-bible-john/ 

Policeman with poster credit https://www.glasgowlive.co.uk/news/tv/who-bible-john-glasgows-

unidentified-22649357 

An artist impression of Bible John in May 1980 and what he may look like now. (Image: Daily Record) 

Victims Patricia Docker, Jemima McDonald and Helen Puttock - left to right. credit 

https://www.glasgowlive.co.uk/news/tv/who-bible-john-glasgows-unidentified-22649357   

Rudolph Pleil   

Rudolph photos x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm 

Rudolf Pleil in court x5 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm   

Rudolf Pleil carrying a death list. Pleil claimed to have killed these people shown on the list, and 

more. To this date the exact number of victims Pleil made is still unknown. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm   

A look inside Pleil's passport. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm     

First page of the book that Pleil wrote, called "Mein Kampf". Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm   

Accomplice Karl Hoffmann, Accomplice Konrad Schüßler credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-

rudolf-photos.htm 

Evidence photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm 

Crime scene photo x4 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm 

Pleil at the crime scene x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm 

https://www.glasgowtimes.co.uk/news/20108816.glasgow-crime-stories-cop-hunted-bible-john/
https://www.glasgowlive.co.uk/news/tv/who-bible-john-glasgows-unidentified-22649357
https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/pleil-rudolf-photos.htm


Peter Manuel   

17th January 1958: Peter Manuel is led away by police following his arrest for murder.  

(Photo by Hulton Archive 

Peter Manuel mugshot 1946. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

Scottish mass murderer Peter Manuel smiling during his trial, Glasgow, Scotland, May 29, 1958. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm   

Peter is a suit x2 Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

Peter with police Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm   

Side profile of Peter Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm   

Police officers lead Manuel into court during his appeal. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm   

Interest in the Manuel trial was intense as shown by this queue for seats  

in the public gallery on day one of the proceedings. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-

peter-photos.htm 

Crowds outside the Manuel trial watch William Watt leave the court after giving evidence. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

Murder victim Marion Watt and husband William, who was briefly accused of the crimes. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

The murder weapon Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

17-year-old Isabella Cooke, another of Manuel's victims. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

Officers search for the gun which Manuel used ti kill Peter Smart, his wife Doris  

and their 10-year-old son Michael in their home. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-

peter-photos.htm 

Police search for the body of Ann Kneilands, 17. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-

peter-photos.htm 

Superintendent James Hendry speak to the press about the case on September 17, 1956. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

A police photographer takes a picture of the Burnside house where Margaret Brown,  

her sister Marion Watt and niece Vivienne were killed. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

The snowy golf course where Ann Kneilands was murdered in 1956. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manuel-peter-photos.htm


(left to right) Mrs. Marion Watt, Vivian Watt (aged 16), Mrs. Margaret Brown (Mrs. Watt’s sister) 

credit http://www.policemuseum.org.uk/crime-casebook/interesting-cases/the-manuel-murders-1956-58/ 

(left to right) Mrs. Doris Smart, Mr. Peter Smart, and their son, Michael Smart (11) credit 

http://www.policemuseum.org.uk/crime-casebook/interesting-cases/the-manuel-murders-1956-58/   

The Murder Weapons – Baretta and Webley Pistols (Recovered from the River Clyde) credit 

http://www.policemuseum.org.uk/crime-casebook/interesting-cases/the-manuel-murders-1956-58/     

Newspaper credit The Daily Record 

Allan Michael Grimson 

Naval rating Nicholas Wright, 18, and barman Sion Jenkins, 20. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grimson-allan.htm 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grimson-allan.htm 

Simon Parkes was last seen in December 1986 ( Image: PA) 

Police removed 80 tonnes of earth in the hope of uncovering the remains of Royal Navy seaman Simon 

Parkes Credit: Solarpix 

Sion Jenkins in school uniform, was raped, tied up in a bath and battered to death Credit: PA: Press 

Association 

Simon was last seen on a night out with Grimson in the Horseshoe in Gibraltar in December 1986 

Credit: https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12833495/royal-navy-serial-killer-allan-grimson-december-12/ 

Margaret and David Parkes holding a photograph of their missing son Simon Credit: PA: Press 

Association 

For police digging on Gibraltar, linking Grimson to Parkes would be a major breakthrough for police, 

who have examined 20 cases worldwide that he could be connected to Credit: Solarpix 

The dig at The Rock’s Trafalgar Cemetery is the third major search carried out in the tiny British 

colony for Simon’s Credit: Solarpix 

The cemetery dig is the third major search carried out in the tiny British colony for Simon’s body 

Credit: Solarpix 

Where the bodies of Nicholas Wright and Sion Jenkins were found credit 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12833495/royal-navy-serial-killer-allan-grimson-december-12/ 

Young Allan photo credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12833495/royal-navy-serial-killer-allan-

grimson-december-12/ 

Grimson was first nicknamed Frank, short for Frankenstein, by Royal Navy colleagues ( Image: PA) 

Angus Sinclair 

Young Angus credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm 

http://www.policemuseum.org.uk/crime-casebook/interesting-cases/the-manuel-murders-1956-58/
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/grimson-allan.htm
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12833495/royal-navy-serial-killer-allan-grimson-december-12/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12833495/royal-navy-serial-killer-allan-grimson-december-12/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/12833495/royal-navy-serial-killer-allan-grimson-december-12/
https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm


Angus in cuffs x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm 

Angus being interviewed credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm 

Angus in green jumper credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm 

Angus in the car with beard x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm 

The Glasgow Herald reported Sinclair's first killing in 1961. Credit Glasgow Herald 

Newspaper article about first killing credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-

photos.htm 

An undated photo shows Miss Scott (left) and Miss Eadie (right) enjoying a drink with a friend. 

credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm   

Christine Eadie and her friend Helen Scott were killed in October 1977. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm     

Sinclair raped and murdered Mary Gallacher in 1978. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-

angus-photos.htm       

Young angus in whit t shirt credit https://www.shropshirestar.com/news/uk-news/2019/03/11/serial-

killer-spent-majority-of-his-life-behind-bars/ 

Angus in red credit Reddit 

Collage of photos and newspaper clippings credit Facebook 

The World's End pub, from which the case gets its name credit Wikipedia 

Ronald Janssen   

Ronald smiling credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm 

Ronald camping credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm 

Ronald colour photo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm 

Ronald in the car credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm 

Ronald in navy shirt x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm 

Magazine covers x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm 

The victims, 18 year old student Annick Van Uytsel, Shana Appeltans, 18, and her fiancé Kevin Paulus, 

22. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/janssen-ronald-photos.htm   

November 

Love has won cult 

Amy Carlson, centre, is seen on a YouTube video posted by ‘Love Has Won.’ Carlson was believed to be 

the leader of ‘Love Has Won’ and went by the name ‘Mother God.’ (Video still via YouTube) 

https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sinclair-angus-photos.htm
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Amy Carlson (credit; Dr. Phil Show) 

A photo of "Mother God" posted on the Love Has Won Facebook page. (Facebook) 

The group has continued posting online. (Facebook) 

Amy in a pool credit https://truecrimesocietyblog.com/2022/03/28/love-has-won-the-story-of-cult-

leader-amy-carlson/ 

A Kaua‘i Police Department officer stands between Love Has Won members and cult protesters Sunday at 

the Kaua‘i Inn in Niumalu. Credit Dennis Fujimoto / The Garden Island   

Protesters lit three fires on the beach in front of a property being rented by new arrivals. Credit 

Sabrina Bodon / The Garden Island   

A handmade sign sits outside the rental property currently occupied by a group of new arrivals. 

Credit Sabrina Bodon / The Garden Island   

Jaana Makipaa protests the arrival of a new group on Kaua‘i she believes prays on vulnerable 

victims.   

A group of about 60 protesters pule before protesting the arrival of a new group on Kaua‘i. Credit 

Sabrina Bodon / The Garden Island 

Amy Carlson. Photo: 5D Full Disclosure/YouTube 

Amy Carlson, Love Has Won’s “Mother God”, believed she was Jesus Christ and Marilyn Monroe in 

previous lives. Credit Vice 

Amy Carlson is believed to be the body discovered mummified in a home in Colorado in April. Credit 

VICE/YOUTUBE 

Photo illustration by rolling stone, based on a photograph from 5d full disclosure/Facebook 

A healthy-looking Amy Carlson in a school photo. “She was the sister I looked up to and wanted to 

be,” says her youngest sister, Chelsea Renninger. Courtesy of the Carlson family. 

Jason Castillo Saguache county sheriff's department. 

A picture of Amy posted on the Facebook group “Love Has Won Exposed.” Via lovehaswonexposed/Facebook 

Carlson's followers waited on her hand and foot, with up to 20 full-time members living at the cult's 

HQ credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/inside-warped-love-won-cult-24042803 

The 45-year-old was accused of running a 'scam' by former believer's credit 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/inside-warped-love-won-cult-24042803 

The dangerous liquid silver said to have been promoted by the group as a bogus cure for Covid-19 

credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/inside-warped-love-won-cult-24042803   

Ryan Kramer, one of the seven alleged followers arrested following the discovery of Carlson's corpse 

(Image: Saguache County Sheriff) 

https://truecrimesocietyblog.com/2022/03/28/love-has-won-the-story-of-cult-leader-amy-carlson/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/inside-warped-love-won-cult-24042803


Amy Carlson and Jason Castillo, her last "Father God" credit 

https://www.theywillkill.com/blog/episode-106-love-has-won-cult-and-the-death-of-amy-carlson 

Amy, 45, was the leader of the Love Has Won cult (Image: Facebook/LoveHasWon) 

Another alleged cult member, Karin Raymond, was arrested by police (Image: Saguache County Sheriff) 

Sarah Raymone has also been arrested, but not in relation to Carlson's death (Image: Saguache County 

Sheriff) 

Carlson’s mummified corpse weighed just 75 pounds at the time of her autopsy. Credit Facebook 

A medical examiner ruled that Amy Carlson died from apparent alcohol abuse, anorexia and colloidal 

silver dosing. Guru Magazine / YouTube 

Authorities were shocked at the sight of cult leader Amy Carlson’s elaborate shrine at a rural house 

in Moffat, Colorado. Guru Magazine / YouTube 

Police arrested seven of Amy Carlson’s cult followers for tampering with her corpse. Guru Magazine / 

YouTube 

“Love Has Won” cult leader Amy Carlson’s corpse was wrapped in a green sleeping bag. Guru Magazine / 

YouTube 

Amy Carlson, 45, was the spiritual leader of a new religious movement called Love Has Won credit 

YouTube/love has won 

Police arrested seven suspected members of the group, including Obdulia Franco credit 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57017270 

Amy Carlson (C) and her two younger sisters Tara Flores (L) and Chelsea Renninger (R) credit Chelsea 

Renninger 

Ms Carlson (L) with her mum Linda Haythorne (bottom), and sisters Chelsea (C) and Tara (R) credit 

Chelsea Renninger   

Nxivm Sex Cult 

Keith Raniere started Nxivm outside Albany, N.Y., in the 1990s. He was charged with crimes including 

racketeering and sex trafficking in 2018.Credit...Keith Raniere Conversations, via YouTube 

The actress Allison Mack’s role in the Nxivm subgroup D.O.S. helped the case make headlines. 

Credit...Mary Altaffer/Associated Press 

Clare Bronfman, an heiress to the Seagram’s liquor fortune, has seemingly not wavered in her loyalty 

to Mr. Raniere. Credit...Timothy A. Clary/Agence France-Presse 

Keith Raniere, Nancy Salzman, Allison Mack, Lauren Salzman, Clare Bronfman, Kathy Russell, credit 

https://edition.cnn.com/2019/05/23/us/nxivm-sex-cult-key-players/index.html 

Allison Mack first joined Nxivm because she thought it would improve her acting ability. ©Warner 

Bros/courtesy Everett . 

https://www.theywillkill.com/blog/episode-106-love-has-won-cult-and-the-death-of-amy-carlson
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57017270
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/05/23/us/nxivm-sex-cult-key-players/index.html


Mack is best known for her role in “Smallville.”©CW Network/Courtesy Everett Co 

group photo credit https://www.thedailybeast.com/a-top-nxivm-sex-cult-recruiter-comes-forward-he-

messed-with-the-wrong-person 

U.S. Attorney’s Office of the Eastern District of New York, Government exhibit in US v. Raniere, 

Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons 

Keith in blue t shirt credit https://nypost.com/2019/05/09/nxivm-leader-was-paranoid-he-was-being-

spied-on-witness/ 

Keith Raniere in HBO's 'The Vow' HBO via Twitter 

A courtroom drawing of Keith Raniere from May 2019 Elizabeth Williams via AP 

Keith Raniere credit (HBO) 

Keith Raniere (centre) in a court sketch dated 18 June 2019, made during closing arguments in 

Brooklyn federal court (Elizabeth Williams via AP) 

‘Smallville’ actor Allison Mack departs the United States Eastern District Court in Brooklyn on 4 May 

2018 credit Jemal Countess AP 

Catherine Oxenberg and Allison Mack. Images courtesy of Lifetime   

Keith Raniere and Allison Mack in a NXIVM promotional video credit YouTube 

Grandmother (Princess Elizabeth of former Yugoslavia), mother (Catherine Oxenberg) and daughter 

(India Oxenberg) in Seduced credit Starz 

India Oxenberg and her fiancé Patrick in Seduced credit Starz 

India in bobble hat credit Starz 

Clare Bronfman leaves Brooklyn federal court in New York, Monday, Jan. 28, 2019. Court papers say a 

trust largely funded by Seagram’s liquor fortune heiress Bronfman is bankrolling the defence for her 

co-defendants in a sex-trafficking case. (AP Photo/Seth Wenig) 

Smallville actress Allison Mack was arrested and faces sex trafficking charges for her involvement 

with the slave cult Credit: Splash News 

Keith with water bottle credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6117325/inside-horror-sex-slave-cult-

nxivm/ 

Victim Sarah Edmondson revealed the brand she received as part of the initiation ceremony for the sex 

cult NXIVM Credit: New York Times 

NXIVM's founder Keith Raniere's initials were allegedly burnt into the flesh of members, as well as 

Allison Mack's credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6117325/inside-horror-sex-slave-cult-nxivm/   

Allison Mack was captured confronting cops after NXIVM leader Keith Raniere was arrested for sex 

trafficking charges and abuse Credit: Artvoice/ Frank Parlato 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/a-top-nxivm-sex-cult-recruiter-comes-forward-he-messed-with-the-wrong-person
https://nypost.com/2019/05/09/nxivm-leader-was-paranoid-he-was-being-spied-on-witness/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6117325/inside-horror-sex-slave-cult-nxivm/


Actress Samia Shoaib revealed how Smallville star Allison Mack ‘tried to recruit her into NXIVM cult' 

credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/6117325/inside-horror-sex-slave-cult-nxivm/   

Former Dynasty actress Catherine Oxgenberg's daughter India remains a devoted member of NXIVM after 

attending a workshop seven years ago Credit: Rex Features 

In the CBC podcast series Escaping NXIVM, Vancouver's Sarah Edmondson shares her experience of 

leaving a self-help community that she now says is a cult. (Kathleen Goldhar/CBC) 

Financial adviser Barbara Bouchey found herself buried in lawsuits and legal fees after she broke up 

with Keith Raniere and later left his self-help business, NXIVM. (Barbara Bouchey) 

Edmondson stands out front of her former NXIVM training centre in Vancouver. (Kathleen Goldhar/CBC) 

Mark Vicente credit https://frankreport.com/2020/09/25/the-vow-star-mark-vicente-interviewed-by-the-

hollywood-reporter-discusses-possible-homicides-by-raniere/ 

Keith Alan Raniere with Nancy Salzman credit https://frankreport.com/2020/09/25/the-vow-star-mark-

vicente-interviewed-by-the-hollywood-reporter-discusses-possible-homicides-by-raniere/   

In “The Lost Women of Nxivm”, I investigate how these four women died under suspicious circumstances: 

l-r Kristin Snyder, Gina Hutchinson, Barbara Jeske, and Pam Cafritz – and, since making the film, I 

have added a fifth woman to the list of suspicious Nxivm deaths: Suzanne Kemp, who died of cancer. 

credit https://frankreport.com/2020/09/25/the-vow-star-mark-vicente-interviewed-by-the-hollywood-

reporter-discusses-possible-homicides-by-raniere/   

Kristen tweet credit https://thenewdaily.com.au/life/2020/10/29/keith-raniere-nxivm/ 

Inner circle graphic credit Twitter 

NXIVM Founder Keith Raniere (NBC Nightly News) 

A photograph of a DOS brand. 

The Vow explores the sexual abuse allegations in NXIVM Credit: HBO/Netflix 

United States. v. Raniere, et al. Superseding indictment #1, filed July 23, 2018 credit Wikipedia 

  

NXIVM teachings drew upon diverse influences, including Ayn Rand ("parasites"), L. Ron Hubbard 

("suppressives"), Milton Erickson's hypnosis, Isaac Asimov's science fiction, Rudolf Steiner, Tony 

Robbins, and neuro-linguistic programming.[195][196][197][198] NXIVM incorporated elements of multi-

level marketing and practices from judo, with coloured cloth for rank and bowing. Credit Wikipedia 

Angel Landing 

Daniel Perez credit https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/21150347/who-is-daniel-perez/ 

The face of evil, Daniel Perez (Image: NBC) 

Perez preyed on the young, including Sara McGrath, who later helped bring him to justice (Image: 

Oxygen) 

https://frankreport.com/2020/09/25/the-vow-star-mark-vicente-interviewed-by-the-hollywood-reporter-discusses-possible-homicides-by-raniere/
https://thenewdaily.com.au/life/2020/10/29/keith-raniere-nxivm/


Sara Mcath revealed her story in a TV documentary (Image: NBC) 

Police were puzzled how his cult seemed to have so much cash. Posing at a car dealership(Image: 

Oxygen) 

One of his other victims, Patricia Hughes (Image: NBC) 

Daniel Perez sits in a Sedgwick County courtroom during the first day of his murder trial. TRAVIS 

HEYING File photo 

 Daniel Perez, who also went by the name Lou Castro, led the cult names the 'Angel's Landing' (Image: 

Kansas Department of Corrections) 

Murderer (and certified non-angel) Perez. (Source: A Little Bit Human) 

Perez photo credit Columbia Herald 

Perez credit Ap photo/the Wichita eagle, mike Hutmacher 

Mugshot credit Kansas department of corrections 

Perez at court and with lawyer credit https://www.deseret.com/2012/6/7/20417345/commune-leader-

ordered-to-trial-in-kan-death-case 

Daniel Perez appeared in Sedgwick District Court in Wichita before sentencing Tuesday. MIKE HUTMACHER 

AP 

 Perez rubbing and arriving at court credit https://www.deseret.com/2012/5/29/20415633/woman-

testifies-about-abuse-by-kan-commune-leader 

The Manson Family  

Charles Manson as an adolescent. Credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-

1.htm 

Three days before he ran away from Boy's Town, Charles Manson poses in a suit and tie. (1947) Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-1.htm   

Charles Manson mugshot, Federal Correctional Institute Terminal Island, May 2, 1956. 

Baby photo credit Twitter https://twitter.com/antonnewcombe/status/546590103657656320 

Charlie with his hand on face credit https://criminalprofiling.com/early-charles-manson-pictures-

emerge/ 

Manson with a girl credit https://criminalprofiling.com/early-charles-manson-pictures-emerge/ 

Charlie with his mum credit Facebook 

Some of the Manson family members in a cave at Spahn Ranch. From left to right: Danny  

DeCarlo, Catherine Share, Mary Theresa Brunner, Chuck Lovett, Jennifer Gentry, Cathy  

Gillies, Lynne Fromme, Sandra Good, and Ruth Ann Morehouse. This is an enlargement of  

view one and duplicate of view two except there is no outline around Lynne and Sandra. 

https://www.deseret.com/2012/6/7/20417345/commune-leader-ordered-to-trial-in-kan-death-case
https://www.deseret.com/2012/5/29/20415633/woman-testifies-about-abuse-by-kan-commune-leader
https://twitter.com/antonnewcombe/status/546590103657656320
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Some of the Manson family members at Spahn Ranch. From left to right back row: Danny DeCarlo,  

Jennifer Gentry, Cathy Gillies & Mary Theresa Brunner, Chuck Lovett, and Catherine Share.  

From left to right front row: Sandra Good, Ruth Ann Morehouse and Lynne Fromme. 

Some of the Manson family members at Spahn Ranch. From left to right front row: Danny DeCarlo,  

Jennifer Gentry and Lynne Fromme. From left to right back row: Catherine Share, Chuck Lovett,  

Mary Theresa Brunner, Cathy Gillies, Sandra Good and Ruth Ann Morehouse. 

Young Charlie with guitar and colour photos of the family credit Facebook   

Charlie posing and photo booth photos credit Pinterest 

Spahn Ranch sign credit Facebook 

Spahn Ranch photo credit Ralph crane/the life picture collection   

Manson, Tex Watson, Susan Atkins and Leslie Van Houten Mugshots credit California corrections 

department 

Photos of Charlie credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-1.htm   

  

This 1969 file photo shows Charles Manson being escorted to his arraignment on conspiracy-murder 

charges in connection with the Sharon Tate murder case. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-1.htm   

Charlie through the years credit 

Leslie smiling credit https://apnews.com/article/california-gavin-newsom-charles-manson-leslie-van-

houten-6cd3a8ab668d14ffe82558a96799b865 

Charles Manson shown here at the time of the murder trial. He was born, in Cincinnati, Ohio,  

on Nov. 11, 1934. The illegitimate son of a teenage prostitute, he never stood more than five  

feet, two inches and was an unlikely candidate to lead a criminal commune and a murder cult.  

He nevertheless became a guru to a pack of psychopathic killers whose murders shocked  

California and the entire U.S. in 1969. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-

photos-24.htm 

Charlie in a cell credit Facebook 

Manson "family" members waiting outside the courtroom on July 28, 1970: Mary Brunner (right)  

recently released from jail, with a friend (centre) and Steve Grogan (left). Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-24.htm   

Charles Manson, sitting in the courtroom of Superior Court at the trial for the Tate-Labianca  

murders. He later told newsmen: "You're the jury ... the court." Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-24.htm     

Patricia Krenwinkel is escorted by Sheriff's Deputy to court where she pleaded not guilty on seven  

counts of murder. It was the first appearance here for Alabama girl since she waived extradition. 

Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-24.htm   

https://apnews.com/article/california-gavin-newsom-charles-manson-leslie-van-houten-6cd3a8ab668d14ffe82558a96799b865
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-24.htm


Convicted murderer Charles Manson shows up to his penalty trial with his long hair cut off.  

(March 4, 1971) credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-3.htm 

Charles Manson arrives for court with a shorn head, an open shirt, and a swastika carved  

in his forehead. Manson was convicted for his part in ordering his followers to commit  

the Tate-Labianca murders. (March 11, 1971) credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-

photos-3.htm   

Left to right: Susan Atkins, Patricia Krenwinkel and Leslie Van Houten march abreast along a 

corridor  

toward the courtroom where Judge William Keene set April 20th as the date for their trial with fellow 

suspect, Charles Manson. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm 

Susan Atkins testified before the Los Angeles Grand Jury in December 1969, which indicted five 

individuals (including Atkins, and Charles Manson) for the Tate-Labianca killings. (December 5, 1969) 

Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm   

The three female members of Charles Manson's "family" ham it up for photographers through the window  

of the sheriff's van as they arrive at the courthouse to continue the murder trial in the Tate-

Labianca case.  

Patricia Krenwinkel (left) makes a face as Leslie Van Houten and Susan Atkins (right) smile.  

(August 5, 1970.) Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm   

Manson family members and murder suspects Susan Atkins, Patricia Krenwinkel, and Leslie van Houten. 

(August 11, 1970) Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm 

Susan Denise Atkins, (left), Patricia Krenwinkel and Leslie Van Houten,(right), laugh after receiving 

the death sentence for their part in the Tate-Labianca killing at the order of Charles Manson. (March 

29, 1971) Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm   

Prisoner Charles Manson discusses his life with author Nuel Emmons prior to the release of the book, 

"Manson in his Own Words," in 1987.credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-

5.htm 

Patricia and Suzan in jail in stripey pjs credit Facebook death row art show 

Residence of actress Sharon Tate and scene of the Manson group murders on August 9, 1969. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-5.htm   

Charles Manson associate Charles (Tex) Watson holding his book, "Will you Die for me?",  

on August 3, 1978. The former lieutenant for killing now "looks to Christ." credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-5.htm     

Bruce Davis, convicted murderer and Manson family member, being escorted by  

two gentlemen possibly outside the courtroom. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-

photos-7.htm 

Bruce Davis with Deputy Bob Vuczera. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-

7.htm 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-3.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-4.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-7.htm


This is an example of the type of letters Sandra Good and Susan Murphy are accused of conspiring   

to mail to corporate leaders. The letter is a copy of documents Miss Good said were confiscated   

by federal investigators and turned over to the defence under discovery of evidence rules.   

Miss Good made the copies available to UPI. X2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-

charles-photos-6.htm   

Bruce Davis sitting in a courtroom. Other Manson family members in the background. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-7.htm 

Steve Grogan was 23 years old when he was arrested in connection with the Labianca murders.  

He was placed on trial and found guilty. He is currently serving a life sentence.  

He is shown here in custody during the Tate murder trial. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-7.htm   

Star Prosecution witness Linda Kasabian returning to the courtroom on February 24, 1971,  

being escorted into the Hall of Justice by members of the District Attorney's office. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-8.htm 

Some of the Manson family members at Spahn Ranch. From left to right Mary, Sandra, Jennifer,  

Catherine Share, Chuck, Cathy Gillies, Ruth Ann, Danny and Lynne. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-32.htm 

William Garretson, caretaker in guest house at Sharon Tate's home, on August 16, 1969.  

He was initially a suspect in the murders. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-

photos-29.htm 

Police officials investigating one of the two murders committed August 9 and 10, 1969  

by Charles Manson followers. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-28.htm 

Detail of a 44-caliber revolver found during a Charles Manson related search December 15, 1969. 

Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-28.htm   

Sandra Good was a member of the Manson family and roommate of Lynette Alice Fromme. Sandra  

was questioned by the Sacramento police after an apparent attempt by Miss Fromme to shoot  

President Ford in Sacramento. She was arrested with the family and served a long sentence  

for making threats to executive and family members of CEO's. She now resides in Hanford,  

CA near the prison of Charles Manson. She aided in an escape back in the '60s so she is  

prohibited from ever entering a State Prison again, unless as an inmate. In this photo her  

shaved head of hair is already starting to grow back. This was something the Manson girls  

did in protest of Charlie's arrest. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-

25.htm 

Robert Beausoleil return to his cell after the court session on April 3, 1970. The prosecution  

has charged him of killing a music teacher along with Susan Atkins. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-22.htm 

Charles (Tex) Watson, Charles Manson associate, following an appearance in court on September 28, 

1970. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-20.htm 

Paul Watkins, witness at Tate trial, also testified concerning the disappearance of Donald  

Jerome Shay. Paul had often served as Manson's second in command. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-32.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-28.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-22.htm


https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-22.htm 

Lynn (Squeaky) Fromm, far left, leads a garbage run on a supermarket. Helping her select food are,  

from top, Sandra Good, Mary Brunner and Ruth Ann Morehouse. Manson "family" members claim  

they get good fruit and vegetables on their "daily garbage run" behind Simi Valley supermarkets. 

Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-21.htm 

Portrait of murdered actress Sharon Tate, taken on February 27, 1969. She was   

eight months pregnant when she was killed by Charles Manson followers. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-26.htm   

Slain the night of Aug. 9, 1969, at Roman Polanski’s Benedict Canyon house were, from left, Voytek 

Frykowski; Sharon Tate; Stephen Parent, 18, who had been visiting a friend in the guest house and was 

found slain in his car; famed hairstylist Jay Sebring, 35; and Abigail Folger. 

(Associated Press) 

Manson family's victims. Credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Charles_Manson   

In a Dec. 17, 1970 file photo, right, Charles Manson is pictured en route to a Los Angeles courtroom. 

At left Manson is shown in a photo made and released Wednesday March 18, 2009 by California 

corrections officials. The photo of the 74-year-old Manson was taken Wednesday as part of a routine 

update of files on inmates at Corcoran State Prison. (AP Photo/ho/files) 

This image released by the California Department of Corrections on April 5, 2012, shows convicted 

serial killer Charles Manson on June 16, 2011 at the California State Prison in Corcoran, California. 

California corrections officials released new photographs of Manson, 77. (AFP 

In this April 14, 2016, file photo, former Charles Manson follower Leslie Van Houten confers with her 

attorney Rich Pfeiffer, not shown, during a break from her hearing before the California Board of 

Parole Hearings at the California Institution for Women in Chino, Calif. The California Supreme Court 

on Wednesday, Dec. 21, 2016, has denied a petition for review of California Gov. Jerry Brown's 

rejection of parole for the former Manson follower. Van Houten participated in two of the notorious 

1969 Manson cult murders. (AP Photo/Nick Ut, File) 

This Dec. 2, 2014 file photo provided by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation 

shows Patricia Krenwinkel. Krenwinkel, a follower of cult killer Charles Manson, is again seeking 

parole 47 years after she helped kill actress Sharon Tate and six others in 1969. (California 

Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation via AP, File) 

This Oct. 8, 2014 file photo provided by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation 

shows serial killer Charles Manson. California prison official says cult killer Manson is alive 

following reports that he was hospitalized on Tuesday, Jan. 3, 2017. (California Department of 

Corrections and Rehabilitation via AP, File) 

Charles Manson is photographed with Star, June 13, 2010. Manson Direct/Polaris 

Mugshots of the Manson family older credit https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/01/03/charles-manson-

hospitalized-photos-of-cult-killing-victims-manson-through-the-years/ 

Manson on August 14, 2017. This is also the last image taken of Manson before his death 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/manson-charles-photos-22.htm
https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/01/03/charles-manson-hospitalized-photos-of-cult-killing-victims-manson-through-the-years/


Heavens gate 

Heavens gate logo credit https://www.heavensgate.com 

Marshall Applewhite and Bonnie Nettles started the Heaven's Gate cult in the early 1970s. APTV/AP 

Marshall smiling credit COURTESY OF HBO MAX. 

Marshall credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Marshall_Applewhite 

Applewhite and Nettles in the 1970s. credit 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Marshall_Applewhite 

Marshall Applewhite [APImages/Lucky 8; YouTube/screenshot] 

Heaven’s Gate leader Marshall Applewhite and Bonnie Nettles in August 1974. Credit 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/marshall-applewhite 

Marshall Applewhite (“Do,” also “Bo”) and Bonnie Nettles (“Ti,” also “Beep”) credit HBO 

Heaven's Gate co-founder Bonnie Lou Nettles, known as Ti, and Marshall Herff Applewhite, known as Do. 

Credit VCI Entertainment 

Image of Heaven's Gate cult taken from a home video in the 1990s. Credit The TELAH Foundation 

Mug shots in 1974 arrest credit KRGV 

Members of the Heaven's Gate cult in Heaven's Gate: The Cult of Cults CREDIT HBO Max 

Heavens gate graduates 1997 credit https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Marshall_Applewhite 

Bodies of Heaven's Gate members after their suicide. credit 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Marshall_Applewhite   

BODIES BEING LOADED CREDIT HTTPS://WWW.ROLLINGSTONE.COM/FEATURE/HEAVENS-GATE-20-YEARS-LATER-10-

THINGS-YOU-DIDNT-KNOW-114563/   

San Diego and Los Angeles County Medical Examiner personnel place some of the 39 victims of a mass 

suicide onto a truck for transport to the morgue on March 27, 1997 in Rancho Santa Fe, Calif. Credit 

MARK J. TERRILL/AP 

In March 1997, Marshall Applewhite Jr., leader of the Heaven's Gate cult, convinced 38 followers to 

commit suicide so that their souls could board a UFO. Credit Axel Koester 

Crime scene photos credit https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/local-history/story/2022-03-

26/from-the-archives-heavens-gate-25-years-later 

A patch made by the Heaven's Gate cult. The "away team" was a cheeky joke about how they would be 

leaving the planet. Credit HBO Max / Courtesy 

The San Diego Union-Tribune’s front page from March 27, 1997 reports on the Heaven’s Gate mass 

suicide in Rancho Santa Fe. 

Children of god 

https://www.heavensgate.com/
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Marshall_Applewhite
https://allthatsinteresting.com/marshall-applewhite
https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Marshall_Applewhite


Members of the Children of God dance in Toronto in 1972. Credit Boris Spremo 

Members of the group sit down to a communal meal in 1974 California. Credit Michel GINFRAY 

Children of God followers' worship in 1980 Germany. Credit Ullstein Bild 

Flor Edwards, third from left, and with seven of her siblings in the rural Thai province of Udon 

Thani. (1987) COURTESY OF FLOR EDWARDS 

Edwards in Phuket, Thailand, taking a photo to illustrate homeschooling (1989). COURTESY OF FLOR 

EDWARDS 

The author (first row, second from right) and several of her siblings witnessing to Thai locals 

(1987). COURTESY OF FLOR EDWARDS 

Youthful members of an informal Christian group called "Children of God" sing before sitting down for 

lunch at their headquarters building in the skid row section of Los Angeles on Feb. 2, 1971. AP 

Ricky Rodriguez, a former member of The Family International, holding a handgun in this video filmed 

in early January, 2005. Rodriguez, groomed to inherit leadership of The Family, filmed this video 

before stabbing to death a prominent former member in Arizona, then driving to Blythe, Calif., and 

shooting himself in the head. Screengrab of video courtesy of Dan Roselle COURTESY OF DAN ROSELLE 

David Brandt Berg founded the children of God in the late-Sixties. Before long, having taken his 

secretary (second, from right) as his lover, Berg and the cult began practicing group sex, pedophilia 

and incest. Photograph courtesy of Don Irwin COURTESY OF DON IRWIN 

The Story of Davidito chronicled the disturbing upbringing of the young Ricky Rodriguez. Realizing 

the explosive nature of the book, Berg had Family artists disguise the faces of key members with 

simple line drawings. Images courtesy of Don Irwin COURTESY OF DON IRWIN 

In 1995, Ricky fell in love with Elixcia Munumel at a family home outside Budapest. Already rebelling 

against his appointed role, Ricky left the cult in 2000 and moved to Tacoma, Washington. Courtesy of 

Elixcia Munumel COURTESY OF ELIXCIA MUNUMEL 

A Toronto gathering of Children of God members. June 15, 1972. Credit Boris Spremo/Toronto Star 

An unnamed woman with David Berg in the 1980s. Credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/children-of-

god-david-berg 

The 'Children of God' was started in the US in the late 1960s by its founder, David Berg - who called 

himself Moses credit https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/what-children-god-cult-twisted-22352779 

David and Ricky credit https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/what-children-god-cult-twisted-22352779 

The notorious cult leader told followers to celebrate God with mass sex orgies and fantasise about 

romps with Jesus credit https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/what-children-god-cult-twisted-22352779   

The peoples Temple Jonestown 

Jim Jones, right, with an unidentified man at Jonestown on November 18, 1978. Shortly after taking the 

picture, the photographer was killed during the ambush at the airport. AP Photo. 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/children-of-god-david-berg
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/what-children-god-cult-twisted-22352779
https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/what-children-god-cult-twisted-22352779


Congressman Leo Ryan, who was killed in Jonestown credit https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-

cases/jonestown 

Jim as a boy credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm 

James Warren Jones was born in Crete, Indiana, on May 13, 1931. 

Jones is fifth from right in the back row. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-

1.htm   

This is a 1948 class portrait from Lynn High School. Jimmy Jones is third from the left  

 in the back row. Around this time he demonstrated a gift for preaching, delivering  

a sermon for a pep rally before a basketball game. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-

photos-1.htm     

Jimmy Jones moved to Indianapolis in the 1950s. An advocate of racial equality, he founded  

the Peoples Temple, where blacks and whites worshiped together. The "Rev. Jim Jones"  

sold monkeys to raise funds for the church. x2  

(Bob Doeppers / Indianapolis News) 

Jim posing with one of his congregation credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-

1.htm 

Jim posing with kids credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm 

On October 3, 1978, Jim Jones, his wife Marceline and some followers moved to California.  

(John O'Hara / The Chronicle) 

The first Peoples Temple in California was in Redwood Valley in Mendocino County.  

This site was later called the "Sunshine Center."  

(AP / The Chronicle, File 1979) 

Jim giving sermon credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm 

Jim Jones, who followers thought could heal them, is touched by members of the  

Peoples Temple in Los Angeles, the location of his second church.  

(California Historical Society / 1974) 

Jim in white suit x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm 

Back in San Francisco, the preacher ingratiated himself with city leaders and the media.  

His congregation, which included many poor blacks, helped with the campaigns of  

George Moscone and other candidates. Jim Jones also donated money to social  

groups and gave grants to newspapers.  

(Stephanie Maze / The Chronicle) 

Jim in shirt credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm   

The Rev. Jim Jones (right) and Rev. Dr. A. E. Ubalde, Jr. (left) were appointed to the  

Housing Authority Commission by S.F. Mayor George Moscone in 1976.  

(Clem Albers / The Chronicle) x2 

The Rev. Jim Jones credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm   

https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-cases/jonestown
https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm


Peoples temple sign credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-1.htm   

Chronicle reporter Marshal Kilduff collaborated with writer Phil Tracy on a 1977 expose that  

detailed beatings and fake "cancer healings" and reported that the temple had forced  

members to turn over millions from savings accounts and the sale of their homes.  

(Stephanie Maze / The Chronicle) 

Not long after the publication of Marshall Kilduff's piece, Jim Jones and his followers left for  

Guyana in 1977. Here, preparations for the move begin behind the Peoples Temple in S.F.  

(Stephanie Maze / The Chronicle) 

Map of where Jonestown was credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-2.htm 

Temple members were promised utopia at the Jonestown agricultural commune. Instead,  

they laboured in the fields and were subjected to suicide drills. Those who questioned  

Jim Jones' authority were punished. x2  

(UPI / The Chronicle, File 1978) 

Seventeen-year-old Deborah Layton was among the more than 1,000 followers who  

moved to Jones' Guyana jungle compound. Layton fled and went public with her story.  

(Vincent Maggiora / The Chronicle) 

San Mateo congressman Leo Ryan went to Jonestown in Nov. 1978 to probe allegations  

that the jungle colony was run by a madman. Ryan was accompanied by reporters  

and relatives of Jonestown residents.  

(Susan Ehmer / The Chronicle) 

S.F. Examiner photographer Greg Robinson was among the journalists who went on the fact-finding 

mission with Leo Ryan. (Ron Javers / The Chronicle) 

This photo by Greg Robinson, later slain at the Guyana airstrip, shows Jim Jones (centre)  

listening as the Parks family tell him they want to leave Jonestown.  

(Greg Robinson / SF Examiner / Bancroft Library) 

On Nov. 18, 1978, Leo Ryan and his delegation were about to leave Guyana when they were ambushed at 

an airstrip by Jonestown gunmen. Ryan, a member of the Parks family, S.F. Examiner photographer Greg 

Robinson, and two NBC reporters were killed. Tim Reiterman of the S.F. Examiner, who was wounded in 

the attack, took this photo with Robinson's camera.  

(Tim Reiterman / SF Examiner / Bancroft Library) 

NBC reporter Don Harris (left) and S.F. Examiner photographer Greg Robinson (right) were  

filmed by NBC cameraman Robert Brown just minutes before all three were killed.  

(NBC / Chronicle File 1978) 

Leo Ryan's 28-year-old aide, Jackie Speier, was shot and wounded. "I was lying on  

the ground by one of the plane's wheels, pretending to be dead," she recalled  

in a 1988 interview with the Chronicle.  

(Associated Press File Photo) 

The killings at the airport were begun by Larry Layton, in the unbuttoned shirt, above. Though Layton 

was known to be a Jones loyalist, he insisted on joining Ryan and his group shortly before they 

https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-2.htm


headed to the airstrip, saying he wanted to return to the U.S. as well. Once inside the plane, he 

produced a gun and started shooting. He was joined moments later by members of Jones' Red Brigade 

security team. Of all the gunmen, only Layton was convicted for the murders. 

Jonestown massacre photos credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-3.htm 

Around the time of the airstrip attack, Jim Jones gathered devotees into the main  

pavilion and exhorted them to drink grape punch laced with cyanide.  

(Associated Press file photo, 1978) 

In the years prior to the tragedy, Jones had obtained a jeweller's license that allowed him to 

purchase cyanide, used to clean gold. The temple took in a half-pound of the poison each month.  

Also found at the compound were enormous quantities of potassium chloride. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-3.htm 

Adults drank from cups. Those who refused were forced or shot. Syringes were used  

to spray the poisonous fluid down the throats of babies.  

(UPI/ San Francisco Chronicle File 1978) 

The next day, Guyanese forces sent to Jonestown found the compound carpeted with bodies.  

(Associated Press) 

More than 900 members of the Peoples Temple died in Jim Jones' "revolutionary suicide." (AP) 

The cult leader known as "Father" used this chair as his throne. He died from  

a bullet to the head by an unknown hand. He was 47. (AP, Frank Johnston / The Chronicle, File 1978) 

Enormous stashes of medical equipment and drugs were discovered in the  

refrigerator (pictured) of Jim Jones' bedroom and throughout his home.  

 (AP / The Chronicle, File 1978) 

Guyana forces also found weapons at the Peoples Temple mission building.  

(UPI / The Chronicle, File 1978) 

About 870 passports were found by the first searchers to arrive on the scene. The difference  

between their number and the number of victims can largely be accounted for by the several  

dozen children born at the compound. 

Hyacinth Thrash (right), shown in 1983, was the only person found alive in Jonestown. Others members 

had fled into the jungles. (Photo by Robert Coalson, courtesy of Marian Towne) 

More than 400 Jonestown victims are buried at Evergreen Cemetery in Oakland.  

(Mark Costantini, 2003 / The Chronicle) 

The logo of the Peoples Temple, founded by Jones. Credit Wikipedia 

William Branham (pictured in 1947) helped launch and popularize Jim Jones's ministry in 1956. Credit 

Wikipedia 

Father Divine was a major influence on Jones's ministry. Credit Wikipedia 

Jim year book photo credit Facebook 

https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jones-jim-photos-3.htm


Jim jones and monkey polaroid credit Facebook 

Ciphers credit Wikipedia 

James Leeson’s grave credit https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/morbid-monday-the-tomb-of-james-

leeson  

 

Aum Shinrikyo cult 

Aum logo credit Wikipedia 

Aum Shinrikyo facility in Kamikuisshiki, September 8, 1996 credit Wikipedia 

An anti-Aum Shinrikyo protest in Japan, 2009. Credit Wikipedia 

An anti-Aum Shinrikyo banner in 2014. Credit Wikipedia 

Shoko Asahara headed the Aum Shinrikyo cult Credit AFP 

Aum Shinrikyo is believed to still have thousands of followers Credit AFP 

A still from AUM: The Cult at the End of the World by Ben Braun and Chiaki Yanagimoto COURTESY OF 

SUNDANCE INSTITUTE 

 In this undated file photo, cult guru Shoko Asahara, left, of Aum Shinrikyo walks with Yoshihiro 

Inoue, then a close aid, in Tokyo. Japanese media reports say on Friday, July 6, 2018, Asahara, who 

has been on death row for masterminding the 1995 deadly Tokyo subway gassing and other crimes, has 

been executed. He was 63. (Kyodo News via AP) 

The Jan. 7, 1990, file photo shows Tomomitsu Niimi, a member of doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo. The cult 

Aum leader Shoko Asahara and six followers, including Niimi, were executed Friday, July 6, 2018, for 

their roles in a deadly 1995 gas attack on the Tokyo subways and other crimes. (Kyodo News via AP, 

File) 

This Jan. 7, 1990, file photo shows Tomomasa Nakagawa, a member of doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo. The 

cult Aum leader Shoko Asahara and six followers, including Nakagawa, were executed Friday, July 6, 

2018, for their roles in a deadly 1995 gas attack on the Tokyo subways and other crimes. (Kyodo News 

via AP, File)/Kyodo News via AP) 

This undated file photo, shows former senior Aum Shinrikyo member Kiyohide Hayakawa. Doomsday cult Aum 

leader Shoko Asahara and six followers, including Hayakawa, were executed Friday, July 6, 2018, for 

their roles in a deadly 1995 gas attack on the Tokyo subways and other crimes. (Kyodo News via AP, 

File) 

In this undated file photo, Yoshihiro Inoue, then a right-hand man of doomsday cult leader Shoko 

Asahara, walks with Asahara in Tokyo. Asahara and six followers, including Inouye, were executed 

Friday, July 6, 2018, for their roles in a deadly 1995 gas attack on the Tokyo subways and other 

crimes. Inoue headed cult Aum Shinrikyo's intelligence unit and was one of the few cult members who 

later turned against Asahara. (Kyodo News via AP, File) 



Aum Shinrikyo cult members, alongside group founder Shoko Asahara (4th from L), speak at a press 

conference in Tokyo to announce a plan to field candidates for the general election in this photo 

taken in January 1990. CREDIT Kyodo News/Kyodo News Stills/Kyodo News 

 Shoko Asahara, head of the doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo, is transferred from Tokyo police 

headquarters to Tokyo District Court for questioning in July 1995. Credit JIJI PRESS/AFP/AFP 

 A policeman passes before pictures of suspected former members of Japan's Aum Supreme Truth doomsday 

cult, including Makoto Hirata who was arrested in Tokyo on January 1, 2012 after almost 17 years on 

the run. Credit AFP 

Shizue Takahashi, whose husband was killed by doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo's sarin nerve gas attack 

while on duty at Tokyo Metro Kasumigaseki Station, is seen at a memorial to the victims in 2018. 

Credit The Asahi Shimbun/The Asahi Shimbun/The Asahi Shimbun 

These file photos show (from top left, clockwise) the executed cult members: intelligence chief 

Yoshihiro Inoue, senior member Tomomitsu Niimi, top chemist Masami Tsuchiya, leader Shoko Asahara, 

senior member Kiyohide Hayakawa (pink shirt), officer Tomomasa Nakagawa and officer Seiichi Endo 

[Handout/Jiji Press/Yomiuri Shimbu/AFP 

Asahara, whose name was Chizuo Matsumoto, founded Aum Shinrikyo, or Supreme Truth, in 1984  

[Yoshikawa Joh/EPA]   

Shoko Asahara credit https://www.vice.com/en/article/gy3xex/what-is-aum-shinrikyo-sarin-attack 

Japanese soldiers clean a subway car after the 1995 sarin attack. credit 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/gy3xex/what-is-aum-shinrikyo-sarin-attack   

Aum’s sarin factory and headquarters at the base of mt. Fuji. credit 

https://www.vice.com/en/article/gy3xex/what-is-aum-shinrikyo-sarin-attack 

Members of aum in 1990. credit https://www.vice.com/en/article/gy3xex/what-is-aum-shinrikyo-sarin-

attack. 

A child of a member of the secretive sect Aum Shinrikyo is taken from a facility by police. Credit 

AFP 

The Tokyo subway, where Aum Shinrikyo executed the largest domestic terrorist attack ever to take 

place on Japanese soil. Credit Wikimedia Commons 

An overhead view of Satyan 7, the Aum Shinrikyo chemical plant. United States Public Health Service / 

Wikimedia Commons 

Emergency personnel respond to the Tokyo subway attack on March 20, 1995. United States Public Health 

Service / Wikimedia Commons 

Aum with worshippers' credit https://www.learnreligions.com/aum-shinrikyo-japanese-doomsday-cult-

4171578 

Aum in front of crowd credit Wojtek Laski    

https://www.vice.com/en/article/gy3xex/what-is-aum-shinrikyo-sarin-attack
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5 photos of Aum and the attack credit https://japan-forward.com/23-years-after-deadly-sarin-gas-

attacks-in-japan-cult-leader-shoko-asahara-executed/ 

An undated photo of Shoko Asahara, who founded Aum Shinrikyo. Credit: Reuters 

Asahara in 1995 (Photo: Kyodo) 

The 10 Craziest Cults You've Never Heard Of 

The founder of the Aetherius Society, George King, with some of his followers. Credit 

https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/soul/inside-the-aetherius-society-a-church-stranger-than-

scientology/news-story/3ff150cc53b02720a9c1bda4b510ddcf  

 

Cult founder Hogen Fukunaga arrested in Tokyo credit http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-

pacific/741515.stm 

Chen Hong-min at a news conference in Garland, Texas. Ron Heflin/AP 

Order of the solar temple credit https://www.ranker.com/list/order-of-the-solar-temple-

cult/amandasedlakhevener 

Freedomite camp in 1929 credit https://doukhobor.org/the-origin-of-the-freedomite-movement/ 

Twenty years on, the whereabouts of (from L to R) Ursula Komuhangi, Credonia Mwerinde, Joseph 

Kibwetere and Dominic Kataribabo are unknown credit https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-51821411 

Ben Klassen, founder of the Church of the Creator credit https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-

hate/intelligence-report/2015/neo-nazi-creativity-movement-back 

A ceremonial cross of the John Frum cargo cult, Tanna, New Hebrides (now Vanuatu), 1967 credit 

Wikipedia 

Raelism collage credit https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/hyderabad/inside-the-crazy-world-of-

raelism-the-cult-which-believes-aliens-created-humans/articleshow/59931314.cms 

Sara Aldrete 

Sara with hat credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara smiling credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara with black hair credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara posing credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara with blonde hair credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara with blonde hair black and white photo credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-

photos.htm 

Sara with book credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara in front of board credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-pacific/741515.stm
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Sara in shirt credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Sara with artwork credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Objects at Matamoros Cult Site  

Pictured is a caldron containing bones, a turtle shell, the head and claws of a rooster,  

a goat's head and a horseshoe. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm 

Graves at Cult's Ranch  

Multiple graves which held the bodies of ritually sacrificed murder victims at a cult in  

Matamoros, Mexico. Twelve human bodies were found at the cult site, including the  

body of missing college student Mark Kilroy. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-

photos.htm   

Adolfo de Jesús Constanzo credit https://murderpedia.org/female.A/a/aldrete-sara-photos.htm     

University of Texas student Mark Kilroy was tortured and murdered after being abducted by a satanic 

drug-dealing cult in Matamoros, Mexico, while on spring break in 1989. Credit 

https://nypost.com/2023/03/07/mexican-city-where-americans-were-kidnapped-has-violent-cult-history/ 

Adolfo De Jesus Constanzo — known as El Paring, or Godfather — is said to be the leader of a satanic 

cult that killed victims at a ranch near Matamoros. Associated Press Photo  

Several tools found in Constanzo's house. Credit 

https://criminalminds.fandom.com/wiki/Adolfo_de_Jesús_Constanzo 

Adolfo Constanzo, aka El Padrino, in 1986. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/constanzo-adolfo-

photos.htm 

Adolfo in fur jacket credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/constanzo-adolfo-photos.htm 

Omar Ochoa and Adolfo Constanzo credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/constanzo-adolfo-photos.htm 

Constanzo home in Miami. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/constanzo-adolfo-photos.htm   

Constanzo's mother, Delia Gonzalez del Valle mugshot. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/constanzo-adolfo-photos.htm 

Police unearthing bodies at rancho Santa Elena. X2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/constanzo-

adolfo-photos.htm   

One of the bodies recovered credit https://www.oxygen.com/killer-couples/photos/sara-aldrete-adolfo-

constanzo#387871 

Police digging for bodies credit https://www.oxygen.com/killer-couples/photos/sara-aldrete-adolfo-

constanzo#387871 

Satanism 

The late Church of Satan founder Anton Szandor LaVey and his partner, Diane Hegarty, at a ceremony in 

California. Photograph: Bettmann Archive 
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Order of the Solar Temple 

Logo credit Wikipedia 

Screen grab credit https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/multimedia/series-of-killings_the-1994-solar-temple-

cult-deaths-in-switzerland/40878686 

Hastily covered dead bodies in Cheiry. From Facebook. 

Di Mambro with Emmanuel/Emmanuelle, the Cosmic Christ. From Facebook. 

Canadian police and firefighters in Morin Heights, October 4, 1994. From Twitter. 

Police carry bodies out of a farm in Cheiry, Switzerland where 23 cultists died in a mass murder-

suicide. (file photo) 

Luc Jouret, founder of Order of the Solar Temple, is shown in this undated CP file photo. 

Surete du Quebec investigators sift through charred debris at a burned out chalet in Morin Heights in 

1994. (file photo) 

The farmhouse in Cheiry where cult members died. Photograph: Edi Angeler/AFP 

The bodies of cult members found in France credit https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/horror-

cult-killed-anti-christ-25099232 

Rescue workers examine the charred remains of the chalet credit 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/horror-cult-killed-anti-christ-25099232   

The partially burned houses in Morin Heights. where investigators found 5 dead, by murder and 

suicide, including a baby. (Radio-Canada- Le Point) credit 

https://www.rcinet.ca/en/2018/10/04/history-canada-october-41994-an-international-cult-tragedy-

begins/ 

Joseph di Mambro, believed to the top man of the cult shown in a cult video (via TV M6 France- 

YouTube) credit https://www.rcinet.ca/en/2018/10/04/history-canada-october-41994-an-international-

cult-tragedy-begins/   

Luc Jouret- the apparent number 2 in the cult shown in a 1985 video (via CBC) 

Ritual scene taken from an OTS video, Joesph di Mambro is sitting just to the right of the candelabra 

in the photo (TV-M6 France) 

One of the burned chalets in Switzerland where more members of the cult were either killed or 

committed suicide on October 5 1994 (via Le Point- Radio-Canada) 

Police reconstruction of the positions of the dead in France, including three children, (TV M6 

France) 

Authorities remove the bodies from a partially burned house in St Casimir. The cult members 

apparently dismayed they could not “join” the others in Switzerland or France, committed suicide in 

1997 (AP) 

https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/multimedia/series-of-killings_the-1994-solar-temple-cult-deaths-in-switzerland/40878686
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/horror-cult-killed-anti-christ-25099232
https://www.rcinet.ca/en/2018/10/04/history-canada-october-41994-an-international-cult-tragedy-begins/


Eagle emblem credit https://sites.psu.edu/tesskehoercl/2019/02/14/the-order-of-the-solar-temple/ 

The Dutoit family was brutally murdered by The Order of the Solar Temple because Joseph Di Mambro 

believed their baby was the antichrist. Credit https://www.facebook.com/necronomipod/posts/the-

dutoit-family-was-brutally-murdered-by-the-order-of-the-solar-temple-because/1939706856163900/ 

Leader Of The Order Of The Solar Temple Joseph Di Mambro With His Wife And Kid credit 

https://www.voxspace.in/2018/09/12/order-of-the-solar-temple/ 

The aftermath of the Order of the Solar Temple’s suicides/murders credit 

https://twitter.com/necronomipod/status/1253024774403612674 

Article from Time Magazine about the Order of the Solar Temple’s suicides, 1998. Source: CS 538, 

Order of the Solar Temple. 

The Branch Davidians 

Waco siege photo credit https://www.britannica.com/topic/Branch-Davidian 

Branch Davidian founder David Koresh. Photo credit Oxygen 

David in black rainbow shirt credit https://edition.cnn.com/videos/bestoftv/2013/08/23/cotc-waco-

branch-davidians.crimes-of-the-century 

David Koresh with his wife, Rachel, and their son, Cyrus, in front of their house in 1986, credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11767719/Chilling-stand-Branch-Davidians-revealed-new-book-

Waco-massacre.html 

David with two children credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11767719/Chilling-stand-

Branch-Davidians-revealed-new-book-Waco-massacre.html 

By the closing months of 1992, the cult was on red alert for the End Days, after Koresh had predicted 

that the US government – which he called ‘the forces of Babylon’ – would attack at any moment credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11767719/Chilling-stand-Branch-Davidians-revealed-new-book-

Waco-massacre.html 

David preaching credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11767719/Chilling-stand-Branch-

Davidians-revealed-new-book-Waco-massacre.html 

The charred remains of the Branch Davidian's 77-acre ranch in Waco, Texas on May 12, 1993 credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11767719/Chilling-stand-Branch-Davidians-revealed-new-book-

Waco-massacre.html 

Spooked by rumours that cult members were planning a mass suicide at Passover, amid reports of child 

abuse against under-age girls, ATF agents began in July 1992 to lay the groundwork for the biggest 

operation in the agency's history.  credit AP 

Branch Davidian leader David Koresh. Credit Waco Tribune Herald/AP 

April 17, 2003: The children of Waco ABC's "Primetime" speaks to the children that survived the 

Branch Davidians' Waco compound fire that took place in 1993. 
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Branch Davidian leader David Koresh and Clive Doyle during a 1986 visit to Australia to recruit 

followers credit https://www.biography.com/crime/david-koresh 

Aerial of the Branch Davidian compound taken just two months before ATF agents raided it. Four agents 

and six Davidians were killed in the shootout 20 years ago. (Associated Press) 

Memorial stone credit Come See With Me via YouTube 

A cult flag flies over the compound on March 8, 1993. Picture: Bob Strong/AFP 

ATF agents gather at a bomb truck near the compound. Picture: AFP 

David Koresh with his wife Rachel and son Cyrus. Picture: AP 

ATF agents on the roof of the Branch Davidian compound near Waco during the raid on Feb. 28, 1993. 

Credit CBS news 

ATF helping an injured colleague credit https://www.goalcast.com/waco-siege-facts/ 

Evidence photo of guns credit https://www.goalcast.com/waco-siege-facts/ 

David playing guitar credit 

https://dangerousminds.net/comments/mad_man_in_waco_the_haunting_rock_ballads_of_waco_cult_leader_dav

id_koresh 

David in uniform 

https://dangerousminds.net/comments/mad_man_in_waco_the_haunting_rock_ballads_of_waco_cult_leader_dav

id_koresh 

Newspaper clipping credit 

https://dangerousminds.net/comments/mad_man_in_waco_the_haunting_rock_ballads_of_waco_cult_leader_dav

id_koresh 

David smiling credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/all-about/branch-davidians 

Waco documents for educational purposes only credit report to the deputy attorney General on the 

events at Waco, Texas February 28 to April 19, 1993 redacted version, October 1993 

Influence continuum graphic credit https://freedomofmind.com/cult-mind-control/influence-continuum/ 

Scientology 

Scientology building in Los Angeles, California credit Wikipedia 

L. Ron Hubbard, founder of the Church of Scientology credit Wikipedia 

A Scientologist administers a stress test using an e-meter. Credit Wikipedia 

Scientology México headquarters in Mexico City near the Alameda Central. The Secretaría de 

Gobernación has denied the Church of Scientology's petition to be legally recognized as a religion 

three times credit Wikipedia 

https://www.biography.com/crime/david-koresh
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Volunteer Ministers from Scientology Churches across the globe saved lives by reaching out in their 

communities with practical easy-to-understand booklets that helped people learn and apply the basics 

of prevention. Credit https://www.scientologynews.org/press-releases/as-the-new-scientology-super-

bowl-ad-aired-scientology.org-published-an.html 

Scientology Volunteer Ministers of Athens, Greece credit Church of Scientology International. 

50s style picture credit Illustration by Julien Pacaud, colagene.com; photograph by Chris 

Ware/Keystone Features 

L Ron Hubbard credit https://www.britannica.com/topic/Scientology 

Ron with newspaper credit https://www.freedommag.org/magazine/201803-scientology-network/the-true-

story-of-scientology.html 

SCIENTOLOGISTS FROM ACROSS THE WORLD travelled to the religion’s spiritual headquarters to celebrate 

the one name, the one man who brings hope, help and heightened ability to millions: L. Ron Hubbard. 

Credit https://www.scientology.org/scientology-today/events/lrh-birthday-celebration-

2023.html#slide2 

SINCE THE TURN OF THIS DECADE, more than 800 recognitions honouring Mr. Hubbard have cascaded in from 

city governments, law enforcement, national ministries, ambassadors, legislators, senators and prime 

ministers around the world. Credit https://www.scientology.org/scientology-today/events/lrh-birthday-

celebration-2023.html#slide12 

Top executives from Churches of Scientology around the world fill multiple course rooms as they 

progress through the Golden Age of Administration Executive Training Program. Credit 

https://www.scientology.org/scientology-today/events/lrh-birthday-celebration-2023.html#slide12   

2023 birthday celebrations credit https://www.scientology.org/scientology-today/events/lrh-birthday-

celebration-2023.html#slide12   

Old photo of Ron and his work credit https://quillette.com/2021/07/06/huxley-burroughs-and-the-

church-of-scientology/ 

L. Ron Hubbard (1911 - 1986), writer of science fiction and founder of the Church of Scientology in 

America, in the office of his Sussex home in December 1959.Chris Ware/Keystone Features 

Audrey Devlin, the director of official affairs for the Church of Scientology, with a bust of Ron 

Hubbard. October 27, 1987.Joanna Bailey/Fairfax Media 

David Gaiman, head of Scientology's public relations bureau, burning books in a bonfire in Sussex. 

November 29, 1968.PA Images 

A poster outside the Church of Scientology's Sydney, Australia headquarters at 201 Castlereagh 

Street. May 5, 1980.Antonin Cermak/Fairfax Media 

L. Ron Hubbard uses an e-meter to determine whether tomatoes experience pain in 1968. His work led 

him to the conclusion that tomatoes "scream when sliced. "Scott Lauder/Evening Standard/Hulton 

Archive 
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Salisbury, Rhodesia: Millionaire asked To Quit Rhodesia: White millionaire, Mr. L. Ron Hubbard - 

shown saying goodbye to his staff - has been told by the Rhodesian Government to leave this country 

credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/church-of-scientology-history#9 

Pa news photo 31/8/68 the headquarters at saint hill manor, east Grinstead, Sussex of the scientology 

cult group PA Images 

BOSTON, MA - AUGUST 23: A sign hangs inside the Church of Scientology in Boston on August 23, 

1972.Phil Preston/The Boston Globe 

Los Angeles: Led by Rev. Ken Hoden (C), president of the Church of Scientology of Los Angeles, 

members read a "declaration of war" that they attached to a front window of the County Court 7/25 

credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/church-of-scientology-history#9   

A member of Scientology's Sea Org, its elite naval organization, walks by a sign that reads "To join 

the Sea Org is a sensible thing to do." Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles. August 1992.Michael 

Montfort/Michael Ochs Archives 

Actor Tom Cruise attends the grand opening of Applied Scholastics International's new headquarters on 

July 26, 2003 in St. Louis, Missouri. Applied Scholastics is an international teacher training centre 

utilizing the learning methods developed by Scientology founder L. Ron Hubbard. Credit Applied 

Scholastics 

A crowd stands in the rain during the opening of the Church of Scientology's new church in London. 

Yui Mok/PA Images 

A street named after L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of the Church of Scientology, in Los Angeles. Gilles 

Mingasson/Liaison 

David Miscavige, leader of Scientology since L. Ron Hubbard's death in 1986, addresses the crowd 

during the opening of the Church of Scientology's new church in London. October 22, 2006.Yui Mok/PA 

Image 

Protestors eager to inform onlookers of the dangers of Scientology hold signs and hide their 

identities Hollywood Walk of Fame event in Los Angeles. June 22, 2009.Philip Ramey 

The chapel of the Church of Scientology in Quebec City, Canada.Gaétan POULIOT/AFP 

Inside the Church of Scientology's community centre in South Los Angeles. June 5, 2013.Kevork 

Djansezian 

The electropsychometer, or e-meter, used by Scientologists to measure emotions. Gaétan POULIOT/AFP 

Scientologist Kelsey Miller sets up a table with books by L. Ron Hubbard and Scientology e-meters and 

cans before performing stress tests at a health fair in Los Angeles. June 5, 2013.Kevork Djansezian 

David Miscavige has been accused of physical and verbal abuse in the past. His wife, Shelly, famously 

went missing in 2007. He is pictured here in Clearwater, Florida on December 3, 2016.Church of 

Scientology credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/church-of-scientology-history#9   

Over 20 million copies of Scientology's foundational text have been sold to date. Credit Twitter 

https://allthatsinteresting.com/church-of-scientology-history#9


The e-meter: part lie detector, part "thetan" analyzer. Wikimedia Commons 

L. Ron Hubbard conducting an auditing session using his Dianetics template in 1950. Credit Wikimedia 

Commons 

  

A young Lisa McPherson, soon after she joined Scientology. McPherson died unexpectedly and was the 

subject of much debate surrounding Scientology's inhumane conditions credit Wikimedia Commons 

Scientology's Clearwater compound. Credit Wikimedia Commons 

The eight-pointed Scientology cross, one of the symbols created to give Scientology the trappings of 

a religion. Urban suggested it was modelled on the eight-pointed cross used by the Hermetic Order of 

the Golden Dawn credit Wikipedia 

The Founding Church of Scientology in Washington, D.C. credit Wikipedia 

Hubbard's house in Phoenix, Arizona credit Wikipedia 

The bridge to total freedom credit Religious Technology Center Produced by, L. Ron Hubbard 

Introduced, May 5, 1965; 58 years ago 

The Scientology symbol is composed of the letter S, which stands for Scientology, and the ARC and KRC 

triangles, two important concepts in Scientology. Credit Wikipedia 

Russian Doomsday Cult 

Members of a doomsday cult walk outside the house of their leader after returning from a 6-month stay 

underground in the settlement of Nikolskoye, Russia, on Tuesday. Denis Sinyakov / Reuters 

Pyotr Kuznetsov, the leader of a Russian doomsday cult, peeks out from behind the door of his house 

in the settlement of Nikolskoye in the Penza region March 31, 2008. REUTERS/Denis Sinyakov 

The prayer hall in the Russian village of Nikolskoye where members of the doomsday sect met until 

their disappearance at the end of last month. Photograph: Komsomolskaya Pravda 

Russian police stand guard Thursday on the hillside where cult members, who include four children, 

are hidden inside a snow-covered cave in the Penza region. Reuters 

A policeman guards a sewer hole at the cave  [AFP] 

Some women cult members left the cave at the weekend Credit BBC 

A Russian Doomsday cult lived in a dank, freezing cave in complete isolation Credit: AP: Associated 

Press 

The religious extremists in the village of Nikolskoye had warned off cops with rifles and threatened 

to blow themselves up Credit: Reuters 

Doomsday cult leader: Self-declared prophet Pyotr Kuznetsov had already left the cave earlier this 

year after a series of cave-ins credit The Sun 

Pyotr Kuznetsov credit https://oddculture.com/russian-cults-coming-out-of-the-woodwork/ 

https://oddculture.com/russian-cults-coming-out-of-the-woodwork/


 

Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments of God 

Twenty years on, the whereabouts of (from L to R) Ursula Komuhangi, Credonia Mwerinde, Joseph 

Kibwetere and Dominic Kataribabo are unknown credit BBC 

This still from archive footage shows the ruins of the church in the wake of the fire credit BBC 

Christian iconography was found in one of the compound's buildings after the fire credit BBC 

Followers of the Movement believed that this rock resembled the Virgin Mary Image source, 

BBC/patience Atuhaire   

The remains of some of the Movement's buildings can still be seen Image source, BBC/patience 

Atuhaire     

Leading members of the Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments credit 

https://www.cesnur.org/testi/uganda_002.htm 

Young Joseph Kibweteere, co-founder of MRTCG credit http://kvlts.weebly.com/features/-the-movement-

for-the-restoration-of-the-ten-commandments-of-god-doomsday-cult 

The cleanup crew after the church fire credit http://kvlts.weebly.com/features/-the-movement-for-the-

restoration-of-the-ten-commandments-of-god-doomsday-cult   

Crime scene credit Alexander Joe / AFP 

On 17 March 200, 530 members of the Ugandan cult Movement for the Restoration of the Ten Commandments 

of God die in a fire, considered to be a mass murder or suicide orchestrated by leaders of the cult. 

Elsewhere another 248 members are later found dead. Credit Reddit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/TheGrittyPast/comments/11tongd/on_17_march_200_530_members_of_the_ugandan_cu

lt/ 

Local residents take a last look at the victims of a church fire, in Kanungu, a small trading town 220 

miles southwest of Kampala, Uganda Monday March 20, 2000. More bodies were found Monday outside the 

hilltop church where several hundred members of a religious cult led by a former prostitute died in a 

fire. In addition to the 330 charred bodies police had counted, another five were spotted through a 

hole in a pit latrine on the group's compound in remote southwestern Uganda, said Interior Minister 

Edward Rugumayo. Credit 

https://article.wn.com/view/2020/03/17/Ugandas_Kanungu_cult_massacre_that_killed_700_followers/ 

Sullivanians 

Sullivanians worshipping credit IDMB 

Book cover credit https://us.macmillan.com/books/9780374600402/thesullivanians 

Saul B and followers credit https://www.ranker.com/list/saul-b-newton-sullivan-institute-cult/jodi-

smith 

Church of the Lamb of God 

https://www.cesnur.org/testi/uganda_002.htm
http://kvlts.weebly.com/features/-the-movement-for-the-restoration-of-the-ten-commandments-of-god-doomsday-cult
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheGrittyPast/comments/11tongd/on_17_march_200_530_members_of_the_ugandan_cult/
https://article.wn.com/view/2020/03/17/Ugandas_Kanungu_cult_massacre_that_killed_700_followers/
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9780374600402/thesullivanians
https://www.ranker.com/list/saul-b-newton-sullivan-institute-cult/jodi-smith


The LeBaron family (left to right) Ervil, Joel, Verlan, Alma, and Floren Credit Wikipedia 

Anna LeBaron in her early teens with brother Eddie - before she ran away credit Anna LeBaron 

Ervil Morrell LeBaron was the founder of the Church of the Lamb of God, an offshoot of the Mormon 

religion credit AP 

Ervil LeBaron with fourth wife Anna Mae Marston credit Anna LeBaron   

Anna Mae Marston looking happy with some of her children credit Anna LeBaron 

Sisters - and sister-wives - Ramona and Faye LeBaron credit Anna LeBaron 

Jacqueline Tarsa LeBaron was the final cult member to be jailed over the Four O'clock murders credit 

AP 

Ervil credit Investigation Discovery 

Ervil LeBaron credit (Wikimedia Commons) 

The entrance to the community of LeBaron on 8 November 2019 in Chihuahua, Mexico 

(Manuel Velasquez) 

Photograph of Kaylen LeBaron's father Verlan LeBaron with seven of his 10 wives. Kaylen LeBaron's 

mother Irene Spencer is second from left. (Photo courtesy Kaylen LeBaron) 

Kaylen LeBaron went to public schools while growing up in Mexico. (Photo courtesy Kaylen LeBaron) 

Kaylen LeBaron and some of his siblings gathered to attend a funeral for a sister in Mexico earlier 

this year. (Photo courtesy Kaylen LeBaron) 

Family tree credit https://www.9news.com.au/world/mexico-mormon-massacre-how-century-of-family-

history-led-to-shooting/a407d775-8113-4081-ad6e-78d4509aa452 

The family had reportedly been targeted by cartels before credit 

https://www.9news.com.au/world/mexico-mormon-massacre-how-century-of-family-history-led-to-

shooting/a407d775-8113-4081-ad6e-78d4509aa452 

One of the vehicles in the family convoy was shot and torched while its occupants died inside. 

(Facebook) 

A photo shared on Facebook shows the family of Rhonita Miller, who died with four of her children in 

the attack.(Facebook: Kendra Lee Miller) 

Young Alma Dayer LeBaron credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Joel (top) & Ervil LeBaron as youngsters. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-

photos.htm 

Ervil LeBaron as a young man. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Ervil LeBaron middle-aged. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

https://www.9news.com.au/world/mexico-mormon-massacre-how-century-of-family-history-led-to-shooting/a407d775-8113-4081-ad6e-78d4509aa452
https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm


Ervil LeBaron mugshot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Ervil LeBaron's home in Colonia. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Joel LeBaron as young man. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Joel LeBaron credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Verlan LeBaron credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Ramona Marston credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Rena Chynoweth credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Victims, Rulon Allred, Yolanda Rios Mark Chynoweth, Duane Chynoweth, Jennifer Chynoweth, Eddie 

Marston credit https://murderpedia.org/male.L/l/lebaron-ervil-photos.htm 

Newspaper credit https://www.newspapers.com/article/34051492/ervil_lebaron/ 

December 

Sean Gillis 

Sean smiling credit https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5105532/ 

Sean and girlfriend credit https://www.sky.com/watch/channel/pick/worlds-most-evil-

killers/episodes/season-6/episode-3 

Sean Vincent; top right, his victims and bottom left, with then girlfriend Terri credit 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/real-life-stories/serial-killer-sean-gillis-took-6087816 

From left to right: Donna Bennett Johnston, Johnnie Mae Williams and Ann Bryan (Image: Susan 

Mustafa) 

Sean and Terri at Christmas credit https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/363032419960883118/ 

Sean on couch credit Serial Killer - Sean Vincent Gillis : The Other Baton Rouge Killer - Documentary 

- YouTube 

Younger Sean credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gillis-sean-photos.htm 

Former home of Sean Gillis. 

Gillis with presents at his home in Baton Rouge. 

Gillis with long time girlfriend at his home on Burgin Avenue in Baton Rouge. 

Mugshot  

Sean in jumpsuit credit  

Sean in orange x3 

https://www.newspapers.com/article/34051492/ervil_lebaron/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5105532/
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/real-life-stories/serial-killer-sean-gillis-took-6087816
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/363032419960883118/
https://in.pinterest.com/pin/864268984724392479/
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gillis-sean-photos.htm


Ann Bryan. 82-year-old Bryan, was found stabbed to death in her bedroom at St. James Place retirement 

home, March 21, 1994. Linked to Gillis by confession. 

Katherine Hall. Hall's body was found in January 1999 lying face down in the Vignes Lake subdivision 

in the southeast corner of the parish, near Hoo Shoo Too Road. When Hall was killed, authorities said 

she lived on the streets and used crack cocaine. Her jacket was found after her death, miles away, 

hanging near the leeve by LSU. Linked to Gillis by DNA. 

Hardee Mosley Schmidt. Hardeee, 52, disappeared from her Pollard Estates subdivision while taking a 

jog in May 1999. Her body was found a few days later in a St. James Parish bayou. Linked to Gillis by 

confession. 

Joyce Williams. Hunters in Iverville Parish stumbled upon Joyce Williams' severed leg bone in a patch 

of woody area on the east bank of the Mississippi River about three miles south of the Plaquemine 

ferry on January 22, 2000. About 700 feet away, deputies summoned to the site found the rest of the 

skeleton. Joyce, 36, was seen leaving a home in Oriole Street in Baton Rouge on November 12, 1999. 

Linked to Gillis by confession. 

Lillian Robinson. A fisherman found 52-year-old Robinson's naked body in the Atchafalaya Basin along 

Interstate 10 between Whiskey Bay and Butte La Rose exits on February 10, 2000. Linked to Gillis by 

confession. 

Marilyn Nevils. The badly decomposed body of Nevils, 38, was found in November 2000 on the 

Mississippi River levee about a mile south of Ben-Hur Road. Linked to Gillis by confession. 

Johnnie Mae Williams. Johnnie Mae, 45, who he said had been a friend for 10 years. Gillis said that 

when he picked her up on the street in October 2003, she had become a steady user of crack cocaine. 

He couldn't restrain himself, he said. William's body was found October 11 by a group of people 

riding four-wheelers off Pride-Port Hudson Road near Green Franklin Road.  

Linked to Gillis by DNA. 

Donna Bennett Johnston. Donna, 43, was found February 27, 2004, strangled in a drainage canal just 

outside the Baton Rouge city limits, on Ben-Hur road. Johnston, like some of the other victims, let 

what police classify as a 'high-risk' lifestyle. Linked to Gillis by DNA. 

Carl Panzram 

Carl Panzram as Jefferson Rhoades credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Panzram as Jefferson Rhoades credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm  

  

Carl Panzram as “Jeff Davis” inmate # 3194 at Montana State Prison 1913 credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Carl Panzram in 1915 as Jeff Baldwin, inmate # 7390, at the Oregon State Penitentiary in Salem. 

credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Carl Panzram's cell at the Oregon State Penitentiary credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-

carl-photos.htm 



Inmate # 75182 Carl Panzram at Sing Sing Prison 1923 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-

carl-photos.htm 

Carl Panzram at Clinton State Prison in Dannemora, NY 1923 credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Inmate # 93379 Washington D.C. jail in 1928 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-

photos.htm 

Inmate #31614 at Leavenworth in 1929 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Carl Panzram at Leavenworth credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Panzram's last cell at Leavenworth, nearest the window, The place where Panzram authored his story. 

credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Carl Panzram (photo courtesy of the Salem Police Department, Massachusetts.) credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

Henry Lesser, the prison guard who gave Panzram the pencil and paper on which he wrote his 

autobiography credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

2x newspaper clippings credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p/panzram-carl-photos.htm 

 

Stephen Peter Morin 

Mugshot credit Wikipedia 

Paperwork credit Murderpedia 

Some of Stephen Morin’s disguises credit https://www.truecrimeedition.com/post/chameleon 

Article about serial killer Stephen Peter Morin in the Las Vegas Review-Journal on May 15, 1983. 

Morin was believed responsible for the murders of two women in Las Vegas in 1980.credit 

https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/srbdzk/article_about_serial_killer_stephen_peter_mori

n/# 

Morin newspaper clippings credit 

https://www.facebook.com/SarahPisansStory/photos/pb.100071173023566.-2207520000./756895321057563/?

type=3 

 Stephen peter Morin dec 16 1981 picture w article credit 

https://www.newspapers.com/article/52323713/stephen_peter_morin_dec_16_1981_picture/ 

Coloured photo mugshot credit Las Vegas Metropolitan Police force 

Highway of Tears 

Highway of tears diagram credit Wikipedia 

https://www.truecrimeedition.com/post/chameleon
https://www.reddit.com/r/serialkillers/comments/srbdzk/article_about_serial_killer_stephen_peter_morin/
https://www.newspapers.com/article/52323713/stephen_peter_morin_dec_16_1981_picture/


Victims and where they were found credit https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/highway-16-serial-

killer-being-884230 

Newspaper clipping credit https://filmdaily.co/news/48-hours-highway-of-tears/ 

Highway of tears billboard photo credit https://filmdaily.co/news/48-hours-highway-of-tears/ 

All other photos credit https://www.highwayoftears.org 

Dhu Shantir   

Painting credit Wikipedia 

Theofilos Sechidis   

Theofilos Sechidis in black and white x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-

photos.htm   

Theofilos Sechidis in colour credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-photos.htm   

Theofilos Sechidis with police credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-photos.htm   

The house that murders took place. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-photos.htm   

Looking for the body parts in the garbage dump. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-

photos.htm   

Victims From right to left: Dimitrios Sexidis (father); Maria Sexidis (mother); Emmy Sexidis 

(sister);  

Ermioni Sexidis (grandmother); and Vasilios Sexidis (uncle). credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-photos.htm 

Theo at court credit EUROKINISSI/SEXIDIS 

Theo at court x2 credit https://www.thepressroom.gr/ellada/ligo-prin-ten-apophylakise-o-theophilos-

sechides-poy-katesphaxe-ten-oikogeneia-toy 

Steven Brian Pennell route 40 killer   

Booking Mugshot (1988) credit Wikipedia 

Steven Pennell’s blue van, in which he tortured and killed his victims. Credit Delaware Department of 

Justice 

Blue fibre evidence in the Steven Pennell case. Credit Delaware Department Of Justice 

Tyre marks taken from Pennell's Ford credit https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/stephen-

pennells-torture-kit-used-26457846 

Recent photo credit https://whyy.org/articles/steven-pennell-a-mystery-man-25-years-later/ 

A.K.A.: "The Corridor Killer" credit https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p1/pennell-steven-brian.htm 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/highway-16-serial-killer-being-884230
https://filmdaily.co/news/48-hours-highway-of-tears/
https://filmdaily.co/news/48-hours-highway-of-tears/
https://murderpedia.org/male.S/s/sechidis-photos.htm
https://www.thepressroom.gr/ellada/ligo-prin-ten-apophylakise-o-theophilos-sechides-poy-katesphaxe-ten-oikogeneia-toy
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/stephen-pennells-torture-kit-used-26457846
https://whyy.org/articles/steven-pennell-a-mystery-man-25-years-later/
https://murderpedia.org/male.P/p1/pennell-steven-brian.htm


Kathleen Meyer’s body was never found. Credit https://delawaretoday.com/life-style/route-40-delaware-

serial-killer/ 

Officers escort Pennell from court. Credit https://delawaretoday.com/life-style/route-40-delaware-

serial-killer/   

A task force of almost 60 members was formed.. Credit https://delawaretoday.com/life-style/route-40-

delaware-serial-killer/     

Grave photo credit https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/232112375/steven-brian-pennell 

Newspaper clipping credit Published in The News Journal (Wilmington, Delaware) on December 6 

Newspaper clipping credit Delaware online 

Ed Gein 

Social security card and fingerprint chart credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-

1.htm 

3 photos of Ed being arrested credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-1.htm   

Alleged mass murderer Ed Gein getting advice from his lawyer, William Belter, during his arraignment 

for murdering 11 people, eviscerating them and hiding body parts in his house. Waushara County. 

(Photo by Francis Miller//Time Life Pictures) 

Ed in hat and gloves x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-1.htm   

Portrait of Ed Gein, alleged mass murderer, who is said to have killed 11 people, mostly women,  

eviscerating them and removing their heads in his filth-filled house. (Photo by Francis Miller//Time 

Life Pictures) 

Alleged mass murderer Ed Gein, in handcuffs, being led away from his house to county courthouse  

to be arraigned for murdering 11 people, eviscerating them and hiding body parts in his house.  

(Photo by Francis Miller//Time Life Pictures) 

Ed with officer credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm 

Ed in hat x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm 

Ed with hands up to face credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm 

Plainfield, Wisconsin, November 19, 1957: Law enforcement officials escorting Gein  

to the state crime lab. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm 

Ed and Sheriff Art Schely credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm 

Ed with Art and officer credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm 

X3 An older Ed Gein (centre) being interviewed by the press when he was retried for this crimes.  

The verdict, as in the first trail, was Not Guilty by Reason of Insanity. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm   

https://delawaretoday.com/life-style/route-40-delaware-serial-killer/
https://www.findagrave.com/memorial/232112375/steven-brian-pennell
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-1.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm


Gein at trial x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-2.htm   

Geins Farm credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-3.htm 

Deputy sheriff stands guard to keep outsiders away from the Gein farmhouse. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-3.htm   

Crime lab specialist Jim Halligan carries a chair through a doorway as he searches for evidence  

in the disorganized home of serial killer Ed Gein, Plainfield, Wisconsin, November 20, 1957.  

(Photo by Frank Scherschel/Time & Life Pictures) 

This is a photo of his kitchen at the time of his arrest, and a police officer who was on the scene 

investigating it. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-3.htm     

Worden's hardware store (right view) This is where Ed Gein shot and killed Bernice Worden. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-3.htm     

The filthy, cluttered bedroom in Ed Gein's Plainfield, Wis., home, 1957.Frank Scherschel—Time & Life 

Pictures 

Eds Gravestone before it was stolen credit https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-

3.htm     

News paper clipping credit https://www.newspapers.com/topics/crimes-mysteries/ed-gein-murders/ 

Photos of human skin mask x2 credit https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-the-ghoul-of-plainfield-ed-geins-

crime-scene-photos/ 

Crime scene photo credit https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-the-ghoul-of-plainfield-ed-geins-crime-scene-

photos/ 

A chair found in Gein's home upholstered with human skin. Credit https://allthatsinteresting.com/ed-

gein-house#11 

The belt made of female nipples found inside Ed Gein's house (Image: Michelle Pruitt) 

One of the 'skin masks' and other body parts paraphernalia found in Ed Gein's house (Image: Michelle 

Pruitt) 

Part of the 'skin suit' made of human hands found in Ed Gein's house (Image: Michelle Pruitt) 

A human head found in Ed Gein's house (Image: Police Handout) 

Skull bowl credit https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/real-life-leatherfaces-horror-house-

27717339 

Brenda Ann Spencer 

Brenda being arrested x9 https://murderpedia.org/female.S/s/spencer-brenda-photos.htm 

All other photos sourced from Pinterest https://www.pinterest.co.uk/toxicdes/brenda-spencer/ 

Columbine 

https://murderpedia.org/male.G/g/gein-edward-photos-3.htm
https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-the-ghoul-of-plainfield-ed-geins-crime-scene-photos/
https://cvltnation.com/nsfw-the-ghoul-of-plainfield-ed-geins-crime-scene-photos/
https://allthatsinteresting.com/ed-gein-house#11
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/real-life-leatherfaces-horror-house-27717339
https://murderpedia.org/female.S/s/spencer-brenda-photos.htm
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/toxicdes/brenda-spencer/


Eric Harris in his Halloween costume (age 5). Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-

photos.htm 

Eric Harris in 1st grade. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm 

Eric Harris in Little League (age 10). Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-

photos.htm 

1995 yearbook picture - Eric Harris (far right) at Ken Caryl Middle School. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm 

Eric Harris in 7th Grade  and Eric Harris in 8th Grade Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm 

Eric Harris in 11th Grade. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm 

Eric Harris x2 Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm   

Eric with cap on relaxing Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm   

Eric crossed legged Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm   

Video still credit Jefferson County Sherifs office 

Dylan Klebold, age 3. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan Klebold and Brooks Brown. https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan Klebold (far left) in Cub Scouts with Brooks Brown (middle) and friend. 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan Klebold in Little League. https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan Klebold in 7th Grade and Dylan Klebold in 8th Grade https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-

dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan Klebold older x2 https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan smiling x2 https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan in cap https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Dylan in glasses https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm 

Screen grab still credit Jefferson County Sherifs office https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-

dylan-photos.htm 

Ariel photo of the school credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-1.htm 

Scene of the slayings diagram credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-1.htm 

Students can be seen running from the school at approximately 11:35 a.m. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-1.htm   

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/klebold-dylan-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-1.htm


Between 11:30 am to 11:40 am deputies provide safety for injured and escaping students. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-1.htm   

Between 12:02 pm and 12:05 p.m. the powder smoke can be seen as Klebold and Harris shoot  

from the library windows at deputies and paramedics rescuing the wounded below. Photos courtesy of 

Brian Pain taken from his residence on the south side of the school during the shootings at Columbine 

High School. (Jefferson County Sheriff's Office) 

Downhill from Columbine's west entry. At the top of the photo you can see broken  

glass from the shot-up doors. 

At the bottom of the photo on the far right is the broken window of the teacher's  

lounge where SWAT released students and teachers from the school. The white  

things heaped on the ground are window blinds. Dan Rohrbough's body can be  

seen at the base of the stairs on the sidewalk. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-

shooting-2.htm 

An aerial view shows a triage area near Columbine High School in Littleton.  

Medics tend to the wounded in the wake of the massacre. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-2.htm   

The partially-detonated propane bomb in a duffel bag left behind by the shooters blackened  

the floor and set off the overhead sprinklers. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-

shooting-2.htm     

Cafeteria: The small area of fire damage from the Molotov cocktail Dylan hurled at the big bombs. 

Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-2.htm     

Evidence collection Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-2.htm     

West student entrance where the killers entered the school. The windows were shot out  

by Eric when he fired on substitute Patti Nielson and student Brian Anderson. The west  

entry was a double set of doors with a short hall between the two sets of doors. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-2.htm     

Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold caught on the high school's security cameras in the cafeteria  

shortly before committing suicide. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-

2.htm     

Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold dead.x2 Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-

2.htm     

Time magazine cover  Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-shooting-2.htm     

Items taken from Eric Harris' car including 3 sawed off shotguns and numerous makeshift  

bombs are on display for public viewing. The Jefferson County Sheriff's Department  

released for public display more than 10,000 pieces of evidence collected in the  

investigation of the 1999 Columbine massacre. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-

weapons.htm 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm


Among many other items on display is an erasable marker board, on which one of the  

Columbine victims wrote, "I bleeding to death." The Jefferson County Sheriff's  

Department released for public display more than 10,000 pieces of evidence  

collected in the investigation of the 1999 Columbine massacre. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

A man views many of the weapons used by Klebold and Harris in their shooting spree  

at Columbine High School. The Jefferson County Sheriff's Department released for public  

display more than 10,000 pieces of evidence collected in the investigation of the  

1999 Columbine massacre. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

One of the two big propane bombs in the cafeteria. The timing device is to the left. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

Timing device from one of the cars, set to noon. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-

weapons.htm   

Eric Harris' weapons. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

Dylan Klebold's weapons. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

Both Klebold and Harris also carried several knives, which were not used. Credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

Shots fired by Eric and Dylan. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-weapons.htm   

Top from left: Cassie Bernall, Steven Curnow, Corey DePooter, Kelly Fleming, Matthew Kechter,  

Daniel Mauser. Bottom from left: Daniel Rohrbough, William Sanders, Rachel Scott, Isaiah  

Shoels, John Tomlin, Lauren Townsend, Kyle Velasquez. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-

eric-victims.htm 

William David Sanders, 47. 

All journal extracts and documents from the Jefferson County Sheriff's office files 

William Macdonald    

William MacDonald mugshot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/macdonald-william-fotos.htm 

William MacDonald arrested, compared to police sketch credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/macdonald-william-fotos.htm 

William McDonald, the Mutilator Murderer, taken into custody by NSW Police  

after delivery from Melbourne Police, Mascot. 

William MacDonald escorted to court. 

William McDonald, the Mutilator Murderer, in handcuffs at the Criminal Investigation Branch. 

Autopsy photo of one of MacDonald's victims, showing stab wounds. 

One of William MacDonald's victims. 

https://murderpedia.org/male.H/h/harris-eric-victims.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/macdonald-william-fotos.htm


Author Paul B. Kidd and William MacDonald 

William MacDonald on Bondi Beach. 

Gennady Mikhasevich 

A young Gennady Mikhasevich credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm 

A young Gennady Mikhasevich in navy uniform credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-

photos.htm  

 A young Gennady Mikhasevich in boxing gloves credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-

photos.htm   

Gennady Mikhasevich side profile credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm   

Wedding photo of Gennady Mikhasevich credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-

photos.htm   

 Gennady Mikhasevich x3 credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm   

 Gennady Mikhasevich mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm   

Gennady Mikhasevich with moustache credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm 

Gennady Mikhasevich side profile credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm   

 Gennady Mikhasevich with police credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm    

Gennady Mikhasevich being interviewed credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-

photos.htm   

Gennady Mikhasevich smiling credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm   

Gennady Mikhasevich in fur hat credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm   

Gennady Mikhasevich being transported credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-

photos.htm  

 Liu Pengeli    

Painting of Liu Photo Credit: Alchetron / Wikipedia 

social-media-crop-painting-from-the-wall-of-xu-xianxius-tomb-of-northern-qi-dynasty-public-domain-

via-creative-commons 

Maurizio Minghella   

Maurizio in 1978 https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/minghella-maurizio.htm 

Maurizio credit https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/minghella-maurizio.htm 

Maurizio and police credit https://www.ansa.it/english/news/2017/02/20/serial-killer-minghella-

indicted-for-1998-cold-case-3_eaae904a-6e27-4ede-9451-9c50c7906b6d.html 

https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/mikhasevich-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/minghella-maurizio.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.M/m/minghella-maurizio.htm
https://www.ansa.it/english/news/2017/02/20/serial-killer-minghella-indicted-for-1998-cold-case-3_eaae904a-6e27-4ede-9451-9c50c7906b6d.html


Maurizio Minghella was born in Genoa in July 1958. He had 4 brothers and was abandoned by his father 

when he was small. He committed his first murder in 1978, the victim was a prostitute credit 

www.corriere.it/sette/attualita/22_aprile_09/maurizio-minghella-piccolo-travolta-che-fu-perdonato-

torno-uccidere-c74d7554-b58c-11ec-86e5-9f58259fdcbf.shtml 

Maurizio being arrested credit https://www.raiplaysound.it/audio/2017/12/MANGIAFUOCO-e17a2125-98a2-

4e1e-a3f0-a3537bb4ac87.html 

Maurizio credit https://www.tag24.it/421622-storia-del-crimine-minghella-il-serial-killer-delle-

prostitute/ 

Minghella tour with crime to the investigators. Credit 

https://nonciclopedia.org/wiki/Maurizio_Minghella 

Police mugshot of Minghella taken after his 2001 arrest credit Wikipedia 

Recent mugshot credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/MINGHELLA_Maurizio/Gallery 

(La Stampa page of 14 April 2001) 

Dorothea Puente 

Dorothea Puente credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm 

Dorothea Puente arrested. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm 

Dorothea Puente back to Sacramento. credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-

photos.htm 

Dorothea Puente credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm 

Dorothea Puente in orange credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm 

Dorothea at court x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm   

Dorothea Puente and lawyers credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm   

Dorothea Puente in blue x2 credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm   

Dorothea Puente at court credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm  

Dorothea Puente in sunglasses credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm   

Dorothea Puente mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm   

Dorothea Puente in jail credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm   

On November 7, 1988, police dropped by the rooming house to check on tenant Bert Montoya,  

 last seen in August. Briefly-satisfied with Puente's explanation - that Montoya had gone home  

to Mexico - officers returned with shovels five days later, after Peggy Nickerson reported one  

of her clients as missing.  

The first corpse was unearthed November 11, with two more recovered the following day.  

Puente disappeared that afternoon, before she could be taken into custody, and officers  

http://www.corriere.it/sette/attualita/22_aprile_09/maurizio-minghella-piccolo-travolta-che-fu-perdonato-torno-uccidere-c74d7554-b58c-11ec-86e5-9f58259fdcbf.shtml
https://www.raiplaysound.it/audio/2017/12/MANGIAFUOCO-e17a2125-98a2-4e1e-a3f0-a3537bb4ac87.html
https://www.tag24.it/421622-storia-del-crimine-minghella-il-serial-killer-delle-prostitute/
https://nonciclopedia.org/wiki/Maurizio_Minghella
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/MINGHELLA_Maurizio/Gallery
https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-photos.htm
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kept digging in her absence. By November 14, police had seven bodies in hand. x8 

Credit https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-search.htm 

Victims Ruth Munroe, 61, Everson Gillmouth, 77, Alvaro "Bert" Montoya, 51, Dorothy Miller, 64, 

Benjamin Fink, 55, Betty Palmer, 78, James Gallop, 62, Vera Faye Martin, 64. 

Mailoni Brothers     

Zambian Army infantry brigade have shot dead the three notorious Mailoni brothers in a joint security 

operation. The Mailon bothers are a family of killers who have been living in the bush and killing 20 

people with arrows around the Luano valley in Mkushi District. Credit 

https://www.faceofmalawi.com/2013/06/26/zambian-army-infantry-brigade-shoots-dead-3-notorious-

mailoni-brothers/ 

Doctors at Kabwe General Hospital certifying the bodies at the mortuary. Credit 

https://twitter.com/Historian_Zed/status/1313735277245018112 

Stefani Mailon, Febian Mailon, Mika Mailon Credit 

https://twitter.com/Historian_Zed/status/1313735277245018112   

Knives and other paraphernalia surrended to Lusaka Museum that were used by slain Mailoni brother's 

Credit https://twitter.com/Historian_Zed/status/1313735277245018112   

Their mother Janet centre Credit https://twitter.com/Historian_Zed/status/1313735277245018112 

Amarjeet Sada 

Sada as a boy credit https://drprem.com/guide/horrific-murder-incidents-where-children-were-the-

perpetrators/ 

Sada and mother credit https://www.onmanorama.com/entertainment/entertainment-

news/2020/05/12/forensic-movie-child-serial-killer-stories-tovino-thomas.html 

Sada https://www.onmanorama.com/entertainment/entertainment-news/2020/05/12/forensic-movie-child-

serial-killer-stories-tovino-thomas.html 

Sada credit https://vocal.media/criminal/meet-the-10-year-old-serial-killer 

Hadden Clark 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm 

Hadden Clark as the Rockville Rocket (Montgomery County Police Department) 

Hadden Clark dressed as a woman. (Vincent DeWitt/Cape Cod Times) 

Hadden's truck credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm 

Hadden's knives credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm   

Hadden Clark's campsite in the woods. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-

photos.htm 

https://murderpedia.org/female.P/p/puente-dorothea-search.htm
https://www.faceofmalawi.com/2013/06/26/zambian-army-infantry-brigade-shoots-dead-3-notorious-mailoni-brothers/
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https://www.onmanorama.com/entertainment/entertainment-news/2020/05/12/forensic-movie-child-serial-killer-stories-tovino-thomas.html
https://www.onmanorama.com/entertainment/entertainment-news/2020/05/12/forensic-movie-child-serial-killer-stories-tovino-thomas.html
https://vocal.media/criminal/meet-the-10-year-old-serial-killer
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https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm


Laura Houghteling wanted poster. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm 

Michelle Dorr, victim. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm 

Hadden with white sock hat credit https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm 

Bedroom in which Michelle Dorr was murdered (Montgomery County Police Department) 

Michelle Dorr's grave (Georgiana Havill) 

Jail photos credit Facebook 

Hadden artwork credit Facebook 

 

Katherine Knight     

Katherine Knight and David Kellett on their wedding day in 1974. 

Katherine Knight x2 

Katherine with a baby 

Katherine in sunglasses 

Katherine smiling x2 

Katherine Knight shortly before she killed John Price. 

Katherine Knight recovering in hospital. She claimed to remember nothing of what happened. 

The main street of hill billy Aberdeen. Katherine Knights tiny house is arrowed on the right. 

Katherine Knights tiny house in the middle of Aberdeen. It was boarded up after  

vandals attacked it with rocks after she was charged with murder. 

John Prices house at 84 St Andrews Street, Aberdeen, where the atrocities took place. 

The police map of the murder scene. 

The tiny kitchen area where the blood trail led to the shocking discovery on the stove. 

John Price and Katherine Knight together at a party shortly before she murdered him. 

John Price around about the time he met Katherine Knight. X2 

Katherine Knight is circled with her hand on the shoulder of former Archbishop of Sydney, Cardinal 

George Pell, at Silver water Women's Correctional Centre about 2008 credit 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10241673/Katherine-Knight-skinned-decapitated-lover-cooked-

head-pot.html 

Nikos Metaxas 

Nikos Metaxas in uniform credit https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48744157 

https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm
https://murderpedia.org/male.C/c/clark-hadden-photos.htm
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10241673/Katherine-Knight-skinned-decapitated-lover-cooked-head-pot.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48744157


The body of one of the women was retrieved near the so-called Red Lake in Cyprus credit 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48744157   

A woman's remains were found inside a suitcase in the lake credit https://www.bbc.com/news/world-

europe-48744157     

Nikos with police credit https://cyprus-mail.com/2021/03/26/no-police-officer-to-face-charges-after-

missing-women-turned-up-murdered/ 

Nikos selfie credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6962609/Cypruss-serial-killer-confesses-

murdering-SEVEN-victims.html 

Maricar Valtez Arquiola, 31 (left) and Arian Palanos Lozano, 28, (right) - have been named by Cypriot 

media as victims. Cypriot media say the soldier is also suspected of killing Romanian mother Livia 

Florentina Bunea, 36, (left) and her eight-year-old daughter Elena Natalia (right) who went missing 

in 2016 credit https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6962609/Cypruss-serial-killer-confesses-

murdering-SEVEN-victims.html   

A police truck, rear left, carries a body found after Cypriot investigators and police officers 

searched at a field outside of Orounta village, near the capital Nicosia on Thursday credit AP 

A diver is pictured entering a manmade lake to search for bodies in the village of Xiliatos, outside 

of the capital Nicosia credit AP 

Firefighters and investigators are pictured searching the lake. A sole diver connected to an air hose 

was also sent in, descending into the deep emerald-green waters filling the crater credit EPA  

Nikos credit https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/METAXAS_Nikos 

Nikos in glasses Credit: Central European News 

Joel Rifkin 

1977 yearbook photo of Joel Rifkin. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm 

Joel Rifkin colour photo Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm 

Joel Rifkin black and white photo Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm 

Joel Rifkin after his arrest. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm 

The Daily News front pages told the story after Joel Rifkin was caught (Daily News). 

Joel Rifkin - June 29, 1993, Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Police escort Joel Rifkin, shackled. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-

photos.htm   

Joel at court Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Joel Rifkin - July 15, 1993. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Joel Rifkin with police officers. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

https://cyprus-mail.com/2021/03/26/no-police-officer-to-face-charges-after-missing-women-turned-up-murdered/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6962609/Cypruss-serial-killer-confesses-murdering-SEVEN-victims.html
https://skdb.fandom.com/wiki/METAXAS_Nikos


Joel giving the middle finger Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Joel David Rifkin prison photo. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Joel Rifkin x2 told the Daily News that he targeted prostitutes because they have 'no family' and 

would be missing for months without anyone looking for them. Above, Rifkin in a TV interview in 2010. 

(Krakowiak/ABC) 

Rifkin's house in East Meadow. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Police examine remains of Iris Sanchez. Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-

photos.htm   

Victims Jenny Soto, Leah Evens, Lorraine Orvieto, Anna Lopez, Mary Ellen DeLuca, Mary Katherine 

Williams Credit https://murderpedia.org/male.R/r/rifkin-joel-photos.htm   

Rifkin on Rifkin credit Roku 

Joel in white suit credit Wikipedia 

Joel collage credit Facebook 

 

Keith Jesperson 

Mug shot credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm 

Rose and Keith Jesperson were married in 1975. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-

photos.htm 

Melissa, 2, on the couch with her dad, Keith Jesperson. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm 

Melissa, 8, standing in her First Communion dress with her mom, dad and little sister. credit 

https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm 

Keith Hunter Jesperson mugshot. credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm   

Keith Hunter Jesperson at Oregon State Penitentiary. credit  

https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm   

Keith Hunter Jesperson at trial. credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm   

Keith Jesperson talks with his attorney, Tom Phelan, during a 1995 court hearing.  

(Dana E. Olsen / The Oregonian) 

Keith Hunter Jesperson prison photo. credit https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm   

An Oct. 13, 2007, photo of convicted serial killer Keith Hunter Jesperson during an art show at  

Oregon State Penitentiary. Mr. Jesperson sent the photo to the Duquesne University students.  

(Steve Mellon / Post-Gazette) 

Keith Hunter Jesperson credit  https://murderpedia.org/male.J/j/jesperson-photos.htm   



Victims Taunja Bennett was the first to die, Julie Winningham is the last known victim of Keith Hunter 

Jesperson. She was his girlfriend. 

On one of his letters to students at Duquesne University, serial killer Keith Hunter Jesperson  

drew a "happy face." Mr. Jesperson became known as the "Happy Face Killer" after including  

such a drawing on a letter to a newspaper. (Steve Mellon / Post-Gazette) 

Artwork photos sourced from Facebook 

 


